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.sarah J., wife of Augustus Stevens,
died at her home in Troy, Dec. 7th, at

■

life has been spared
usefulness.
C

s.

__

age of 82 years and 5 months, after
an illness of about a week with pneumonia. Mrs. Stevens was the daughter
Benjamin Dyer and Eliza Chase of
uty. Her married -life of over sixty
rs was all spent at the old
v.
Stevens
nestead in Troy Center.
Her husband
three children survive her—Millie
,i
who remains in the home, Dr. Eugene of
Belfast, who was privileged to care for
m her illness, and Dr.
George E. of
ekton Springs, now in Georgetown,
the
winter.
for
The
funeral was
F:a.,
J at the home Dec. 9th, attended
by
Mabel Whitney, but on accoujit of
illness of the other members of the
ily, the service was a private one.
people who have lived in Troy will
more missed than Mrs. Stevens.
Her
sonality was so charming that all who
w
her iovtd her, and she had gifts
would have
adorned any social
'e
Her temperament was that of a
l, and was often expressed in musical
;i.eautiful verse.Her poems have been
iled or years in local papers, and
e of them have beeu widely
copied,
lie volume entitled “Poets of Maine,”
had a place, and specimens of her
lings are preserved. Her religious
mperame.it and belief are shown ciear•i her writings,
and she was not.one
v
spoke freely of the inmost thoughts
a
feelings. One of those too rare ones,
> dislike to think or speak evil of
u
any
e. he. loving spirit had more influence
■i she or her friends realized.
She was
a ways actively interested in church and
Sunday school work, and was a helpful
,m mber of the Ladies’ Aid and Sunshine
.,.;rieties. It had been a grief .to her in
later years that she had beeu unable
'■n to attend public
service, but to the
she was busy with her household afs and as keenly interested in outside
airs as ever. All her home friends
■iiJ many others, some widely scattered,
it a privilege to have known
her, and
■
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are grateful that her
tor so many years of
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THE B. H. S. BASKET BALL.

SEARSPORT
Mrs, 1) C. Nichols spent several days
last week as the guest of Mrs. Leroy
Palmer in Belfast.

The

Florida’s

Trip

a

Great

19 21.
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PERSONAL

Success

Mr. and Mrs. William H. Dickey left
to visit relatives in North An-

With Belfast Amateurs Aboard.

,y,vl.

recently

PERSONAL

ELVIRA

W.

STEVENS.

One of Thorndike’s oldest and mast

Mr. Fred H. Patterson of
Plymouth,
Me., is the guest of his mother, Mrs. F. highly esteemed citizens died in RichW. Patterson, and other
relatives, for a mond, Maine, at the home of her daughfew days.
ter, Mrs. Stella Knowlton, on Sunday,

The Colonial Theatre was practically son.
Mr. Andrew J. Colcora of New York, filled at the presentation Wednesday afMiss Elizabeth M. Clements left recentrecently spent the week end with his ternoon and evening of “All Aboard,”
Dec. 4.h.
Death came as the result of a
father, Mr. Frank A. Colcord, who is in the bright farcial musical comedy of the ly for Gardiner, where she will spend the
Miss Maud Gammans, who has been
winter.
shock. The deceased was born in Thornfailing health,
John B. Rogers Company, staged by Miss
several winters at the Park Avenue HoMrs. Ward W. Wescott of Ellsworth is
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Colcord and Lora I. Musick of Pittsburg, Pa., under
dike, Feb. 1, 1849, the daughter'of Thorntel, New York City, has engaged passage dike find Mary
Hubbard. She married
daugh'er Inez have returned from a visit the auspices of the Universaiist League the guest of Mrs. Hollis Clark and other
I
for a pleasure trip through the Mediterra- i Josepli Stevens in early life and
with Mr. and Mrs. Amos D. Carver in The scenery alike in the two acts was relatives.
spent
of
the
deck
an
ocean
nean Sea and other points of
fine, representing
Locust Valley, L. I.
interest in ; most of her days in Thorndike, where
Prof. C. M. Clark of Bangor was in
liner, the S. S. Florida, on a trip to Pleas- Belfast
she hud many friends, by whom she will
Europe.
j
on
his
Saturday
way to Castine
The Ladies’ Aid of the
The text of the play contained I
Methodist ure Bay.
be greatly missed. She was a member of
Miss Alice Parker of Belfast has ac- j
church announces its annual Christmas romance, sport, wit, fun, and many com- to preach Sunday.
the Baptist church at Thorndike Center
Nickerson
a
cepted
Bradford 5 sale which will be held in the Church
position
as
school
nurse at
Miss Marian Frankel left Saturday for
vesplications that convulsed the audience,
for many years. She was a faithful
HolTses 3
wife,
Butler 2 try
beginning her work in Sep- a kind mother and a
Thursday, Dec. 15th, from 2 to 5 p. which was in full sympathy with the New York, where she will spend the win- Skowhegan,
good neighbor. One
tember. Miss Parker goes to her position
Belfast 26
m.
As
a
Unity h
usual,
large assortment of use- ; cast and its br gbt and resourceful little ter with relatives and friends.
Bert
H.
son,
Stevens
of
well qualified to make a splendid demonVassaiboro, one
Durham 7
Jones ful and faucy articles, home-made candy, | director. There were no tiresome waits,
daug iter, Mrs. Stella Knowlton of RichMrs. D. C. Nichols of Searsport was stration of school nursing.- M. P. H. A
cooked
wili
be
and
L.
i
the
offered
ail
letter
theme
food,
tor
were
2
etc.,
Grapham
perfect,
sale,
mond, one brother, Will Webb of Mon5owe“.2
the guest several days the past week of News.
Tompkins 1
Murch 3 and the committee has secured an at
was actually refreshing in its originality
roe, one sister, Mrs. Frank Trickey of
Mrs. Leroy Palmer and family.
Nickerson
Miss Maud E. Barker will leave Friday Bangor, survive her. Her funeral was.
Woods 2 tractive collection of the new bags, i and development. Billy Brady, a college
3
S Grapham i which will make excellent Christmas i boy—Charles F. Hammons-Thbd lost four
Miss Hannah Holmes of Ellsworth ar- for Portland, where she will spend Sun- Tuesday, Dec. 6th, from the Baptist
Grady
Waning gifts. Those who are in doubt about i front teeth at foot ball and was sent on rived last week to spend the winter with day. From there she will go to Newton, church at Thorndike Center, where she
their
Christmas gifts will do well to have i this pleasure trip accompanied by his her aunt, Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore.
Mass
for Christmas.
Belfast 31
The remainder had habitually
worshiped for many
Islesboro 22 this sale in
mind.
of the winter she wiii spend in Worces- years. Rev. Frank S. Dolliif of Jackson
Gurllam 7
sister, Dorothy—Mrs Basil R. Allen—to
Hatch 1
Mrs. F. B. Hutchins returned Saturday
Mass.
orde
J.
in the
officiated.
ter,
Bowen 2
They from a few weeks’ visit in
A. Pendleton 4
The Wide Awake Class of the Metho- recover the nerve lost
Boston. Mr.
tind as they are ready to sail t.iat Billy’s
lompkins
E. Pendleton 3 dist Sunday
Mrs. Herbert H. Stevens went to Marlschool, Miss Anderson, best
Hutchins, who accompanied her, returned
Heald—
Sloane,—Hazel
HofTses 6 (1)
Beatrice
girl,
C. Pendleton 2 (2) teacher, held a very successful sociable
CHARLES S. BRUCE.
earlier.
boro, Mass., Monday, called by the critiJohn Thomas
Nickerson
L. Pendleton ; in the church vestry Tuesday evening, and Dorothy’s young man,
cal condition of her
Mrs. Amelia
mother,
also Beatrice’s
MeKeen—and
—Harold
Mrs.
of
George
Thompson
Charles S. Bruce died Sunday at the
Dec. 6th. Unique prizes were awarded
Somerville, Alien, who had recently undergone an opBelfast 60
mother are among the passengers. Biliy j Mass., arrived last Wednesday to visit eration
Frankfort 21 for the various
at the city hospital. She was ac- Waldo County Hospital after a short illcontests, and light reDurham 7
Bowden 1 (l) : freshments
his teeth, his nerve and patience even her father, Edward A. Wadsworth, and
lost
ness
of pneumonia. He was born in Ells
were served.
Rev. N. F. Atcompanied by her little infant son and
Irving i wood announces a series of special Sun- with his devoted sister, but as usual all ather relatives.
worth 59 years ago, the sou of Otis and
®ow,et'4
nurse, Mrs. Florence B. Gray.
is
one
ends well and every
Dow 3 day
happy.
f
grady
Mary Fraser Bruce. Fcr the past fifty
evening services through the month
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Leavitt have
Tompki :8 4
Miss Millie Mitchell, who left a short years he had resided in
Mr. Hammons, always in the spirit of j
Irv ng of December.
Belfast, and was
returned from visits in Boston and vi- time
Lectures, illustrated with r s
Holfses 12 (2)
a
with
was
as
the
ago
Mrs.
surprise
B.
Bowden 2 lantern slides, wiil be
actually
L.
Pitcher to spend for nany years employed as a teamster,
parts,
given, the subject
cinity. They plan to spend the winter the winter in
Nickerson
man in this difficult character, i
Gross 2 for next Sunday night
writes
leading
that
At
his
he was carehe
time
of
illness
Florida,
they
being The Lost
at their home in East Belfast.
Roberts 1
are very pleasantly located at
Allie 2
Braden- tak :r at the Hospital. His wife sui vives
lady, also won !
Christ, lounded on Henry Van Dyke's Mrs. Allen, as the leading
many
compliments for her personal i Miss Avis M. Morison of Springfield, town. The climate is very pleasant and him
The funeral was held at the resibook, The Lost Boy.
charms, sweet voice and ready wit as ! Mass., will arrive this week to spend a few mild, the flowers, vines and shrubs are dence of Guy Peav^y or. Pearl street,
Rev Harry Lutz of the Newton,
Mass.,
beautiful.
HQTt
'-F'
sister and sweetheart
1CWTCU
Their dialogues1 days with her mother, Mrs. E. J. MoriEiUUS
They already have green vege- Wednesday at 2 p. m., wit.i Rev. Geo. C,
Unitarian church has accepted a call to
tables.
announcing the marriage in Fairfield, : together were especially pleasing and son, and other relatives.
Sauer of the Baptist church officiating.
the pastorate in Sanford, Maine
Mi.
Nov.
of
Alien
called
for
much
Ohio,
Pettee
of
I
30th,
New
applause.
Lutz wentto Newton from Belfast, where
A. A. Thorndike of Searsmont, who
T ork and Miss Helen Marion Starr of I
Miss
Heald
and
Mr.
MeKeen
also
sushe was pastor for several years of the
Fairfield.
Mr. Pettee is the son of Mr. tained their parts with spirit. The for- has worked the past season with E. M.
First Parish church With Mrs. Luiz and
and Mrs,
George Pettee of Sharon, mer, a very popular young amateur, was Hall, the barber, left Thursday to spend
their sons Roger and Robert he has been
the winter in New York.
owners and proprietors of the Col- I as pretty as a picture in her
Mass.,
dainty gowns
an annual visitor
here, where they have a
Club Tea Rooms on the Shore Road. and sport rigs and the latter was heard
Miss Bridget Whalsn of Liberty has recircle
of
Jege
large
friends.
I
The groom has often spent summers with pleasure in his vocal selections.
turned from a brief visit in Waterville
here, his parents having been summer
Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee, as Mrs. Sloane, and plans to spend the winter with Mrs.
residents tor many years.
The groom is ; Beatrice’s mother, had several difficult C. C. Cunningham on Court street.
employed by the Edison Electric Co. of ; situations to sustain but was unusually
Misses Louise H
Louia A.
New Yoris, ana the young couple will fine first, last and always in
makeup, in Mason and ElizabethFerguson,
A. Kelley plan to
make their home in that city.
dignity, in anger, in confusion and as a leave
early in January to spend the remother. Many favorable comIt is generally known, though no public devoted
mainder of the winter in Florida.
have been paid her.
announcement has yet been made, that ments
OWE IT TO YOUR POCKETBOOK and famWalter J. Clifford lost his own identity
George Elmendorf went to Lewiston
the amount of money for the purchase of
*
to make this a practical Xmas.
that
of
This store
in
the
Capt.
wideawake
to
take
the
Kidd,
Monday
part of Alexander C.
the Mossmau property, to be converted
1
of the Florida, and kept Phome, a human truck, at the
will
into a town parK, has been raised, and al- commander
presentaassist
start
not
you,
today by havafter his authoritative tion of All Aboard, repeated hy
request.
though legal proceedings have not as yet things moving
a Coat, Fur or Sweater laid awav for mother,
All Aboard!”
been completed, the deal is a certainly,
Miss Ruth Knight, a student at WheaMrs. Henry Smith was seen for the first
wife or sweetheart? WThat could be more apton College, Norton, Mass., will arrive
; The next movement in the line of com- time
among our local amateurs and as
munity improvement is a scheme for the
to spend the Christmas vacation
Saturday
the
Swedish
was
preciated than one of the above for the cold days
stewardess,
maintaining of a district nurse iii Sears- Jenny,
with her mother, Mrs. Sarah F. Knight.
her most intimate
to come?
port. The benefits to be derived from such scarcely recognized Dy
friends. She looked the part to perfec- !
In a personal note
from Jamaica
an
institution, are obvious, and hardly
Had
an eye to hei business and a j Plains, Mass., Miss Zadie B. Carter
•tion,
need discussion. The idea has already
says
We carry a full line of
We have a
and
stock of Coats, short,
been brought up in the Women’s Club for love of fun that brought out everything j that she will leave soon to spend the
0 r-rk
her part called for and more.
winter at 80 Marius street, Kingston, N.
and
will
be
taken
j discussion,
up more
and
medium.
long
There is
Elmendorf
did
some
of the best1
George
generally later. It is confidently believed
by those who have the welfare of the acting ever seen on our local stage and in : Miss Olive
Dozens of different style in Sweaters,
Mors-, a patient at the Fairseveral instances was as good as many i
town at heart, that ways and means will
field Sanatorium is at home to spend the
professionals. He seemed a genuine col j
be provided fur such a step.
with
her
holidays
Mr.
and Mrs.
pareuts,
ored porter in mannerisms and his dialect
Bath Robes and Kimonas are always a
~
A H. Morse. She is greatly improved
John Kelly of this town was found was excellent—his voice deep but dis- in
;
health.
useful
gift..
dead at his home Wednesday at about 1 tinct. He was applauded ou his first apMr, and Mrs. William H.
He lived alone, and had not been pearance but seemed uncooscious of his
p. m
McIntosh,
For
hits.
the
after
Miss we suggest Middys
seen since Sunday night
touring Florida ^ince early fall,
Judge John
Claude F. Clements and Carroll S. Par- have decided to locat?*at St. Cloud.
which is Daniel
I H. Sullivan and George Sargent, neigh—these
Pat.
come
in
blue and red
..
I burs, seeing no signs of life at Kelly’s ker as comic sailors were a great asset to They will join the already large circle of
1.9D
the genuine fun of the entire trip and Belfast people, who are enthusiastic
and
flannel
went
in
serge
of
.......
1920. You can
early Wednesday afterother felt
| house,
sustained their parts admirqljiy „as just St. Cloud’s beauties.
j noon. The house smelled strongly of boys.
Also Wool Scarfs in many combinations
_
«
but
are not
; smo e, and a partly burned mattress was
unless
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Scruton of LewisThe specialties introduced in the second
found on the bed in the lower room,
of colors at.
ton
were
in
act
were
Belfast
last
Katherine
E.
delightful—Miss
The body of Kelly was found in the upWednesday to
have a green label on the inside of
Brier Bang The Land of Dream, Miss Julia attend the presentation of “All Aboard.’’
per room, lying on a couch and covered
Mr. Scruton took the part of Capt. Kidd
in
Chalmers
costume
a Scottish solo
It will save you dollars to visit this store while
gave
bed
with
The
clothing.
physician called
the
j
when the comedy was presented in Lewdeath occurred Sunday dance. Miss Charlotte Knowlton rendered
| thoughtand that
doing
your Xmas
iston
Nov.
9th and 10th.
The Gipsy Trail.
Mr. Clifford’s recital
was probably caused by sullo! night,
Yours
John Kelly had of The Wreck of the Julie Plante in
j cation from smoke.
Miss Lora I. Musick, who directed the
broken French brought down storms of
cost
a
j 1 ved in Searsport about 15 years, having appiause.
All Aboard, here, has gone
presentation,
moved here trom Frankfort. He was
~=~=
more.
Our
Miss Musick was unable to give the to Lewiston to put on the comedy there
born in Frankfort, March 16, 1866, the
| son
She will return to Belfast to
solo dance announced, but was called to again.
are
of
James
F.
and
Kate
prices
(McCormack)
spend Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
He is survived by a brother, the stage and presented an immense bou- Charles
Phone 249-3
Kelly.
High Street.
j
Miss Musick’s home
Bradbury.
which she
| James Kelly ot Belfast, and by one sis- quet of chrysanthemums,
is in Pittsburgh, Pa.
with
a
few
words of apter, who lives in Milbridge. fie had acknowledged
be. n employed for the past live years by preciation.
me cnorus worn was as picturesque
the B. & A. Railroad, and was always an
industrious mau.
Funeral services will and pleasing as the principal parts and
be held Friday at 10 a. m.
from the showed talent anil training. There was
Tel. 305-3
Methodist chnrch, Rev. N. F. Atwood the yachting chorus, sweethearts, sailor
Belfast, Maine
I officiating. Interment will be in the vil- girls, cabin boys, bees, tisbing girls, overall giris, nymphs, witches, antidotes and
lage cemetery.
tourists. The nymphs and witches were
composed of h tie girls and were both
winsome and dainty.
The iishing girls
The Belfast High school has
played four
this season and has won all of them
date, but plan to play the Camden
High in the Armory Friday evening,
when it is said they will be
obliged to
ook out for their laurels. The
following
line-ups tell the story:
Belfast 22
Brooks 20
Durham 4
Quimby 1
Bowen 2
Brown 2
! Tompkins 2
Littlefield
games

to
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Suggestions for
Xmas Shoppers

Daniel Green

-*• Felt

ily
gladly

One

Why

ing
sister,

Slippers-**
styles

Only

you

colors.

big

UplZ.bUup
\ 95 up

Comfy Slipper

Green’s,

2.95 Up

Young

August 10,

white,

Up

buy

slippers,
Comfy Slippers

they

3.95 Up

they
slipper.

shpping.

BUY THE BEST they

truly,

only

little

—

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP

reasonable.

Webber’s

Boot

Shop

with solo work by Mrs Allen was most
attractive. The ensemble was very good
and the ragtime wrangle by the principals was full of fun. The bo office receipts were $599.95 but the expense account was large leaving to the Uuiversalist League $153 and the same to Rogers

Company,
MRS. CORDELIA DRINKWATER.

$150,000,000

to

5,000,000 People

Paid this year by Christmas Clubs in the United States.

The number increases each year. Those who have them start
again. Those who haven’t had them should. It is like money
found at Christmas.

JOIN

OUR CLUB!

Become ASSOCIATED and ACQUAINTED with this LARGE
and GROWING Bank.
You will catch the spirit of ORGANIZATION and PROGRESS
to be found here.
We shall profit, too, by having YOU as one of
our financial FAMILY.
Thus when YOU need ASSISTANCE,
we shall know better what we can and ought to do for you.
We want 1,000 MEMBERS in the forming Club.
Deposits $3,200,000. Working Force 16 People.

JOIN

Mrs. Cordelia Drinkwater of North
port died Dec. 7th in Bangor, where she
had been for some time for mental treatment. She was born March 22, 1834, at
Seven Hundred Acre Island, the daughter of James
and Harriet Phiibrook
Drinkwater.
When she was about 9
years ot age her parents moved to Prospect, but soon after went to Northport,
which has since been btr home. She
married Thomas Drinkwater and four of
their five children survive: Mrs. Elmer
O. Hall of Belfast, Oscar Drinkw: ter of
Northport, Mrs. Lida Diiworth of Madison and Mrs. Lizzie Hassan of Northport.
The funeral was held at the home of
Mrs. Hassan Sunday at 2 p. m with Rev.
George C. Sauer ot the Belfast Baptist
church officiating.

And it is so easy and such a pleasure to
put aside
a little
every week, in anticipation of the happiness it will or
mg to olners, as well as to ourselves.

UNIVERSAUSM~
The Inevitable
Last Sunday

Religion of To-morrow

Cur Christinas CiUb now
forming affords every
member of this community an
opportunity to add
to the joy or
living. Do not fail to join it.

had a powerful and inspiring sermon on the first principle of
our laith, “the universal fatherhood of
God and the universal brotherhood of
man.” Could anything be more simple
and oeautiful?
These principles are being used at the Peace Conference in
Washington and in the business world today with wonderful success. Every Sun- !
day we have a service that all enjoy aud
feel better Jor having attended, a service
that rests you and gives you helpful
thoughts throughout the week.
Our church and people are filled with
the spirit ot harmony and good fellowship and extend a cordial welcome to all.
Rev. Wm. Vaughan, pastor.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

NOW!

City National Bank of Belfast

Join Our Christmas Club

we

2A
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100
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200
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U-00

PAYmInt

8i-°°

»1-00

AMOUNT

$25.50

1

Bets.

$2,50

B0 cis.

$1.30

$2.00

12-50

$2.50

BOcts.

$1.00

T’00

$03.75

$25.00

S25.50jj|i(><tr5^

$50.00 $100.00

COLONIAL THEATRE
MONDAY—Seena Owen. Lillian Walker and E.
K. Lincoln in “The Woman God Changed.” A
Paramount Special Pathe Review.
TUESDAY—Thomas Meighan in “The City of
Silent Men.” The heights and depths of hu
It’s a Paramount.
man experience.
A1 St
John Comedy. Prizma.
WEDNESDAY—Wanda Hawley in “The Outside
Woman.” A comedy of newly weds in du-

plicate apartments.

Educational.

Waldo Trust

BELFAST

j

Brooks

Comedy.

News.
THURSDAY—Sid Chaplin in “King—Queen—Joker” iu which the baiber wants to be King.
Blue Fox. Beauty Spots.
FR IDAY—Paramount presenta>“Two Wise Wives”
and you’ll say they are. Flaming Disk. Burton
Holmes.
SATURDAY—htirold Goodwin in “Oliver
Jr.” a famous story with a new star.
Cook in the Toreador. News.

Twist
Clyde

NO.0

Practical Christmas Gifts at H. H.
Coombs Co., Masonic Temple, High St..

Belfast,

A

Me.

i

Company

«.

Castine

Unity

Republican Journal

The

Co.

3. Colic* Crying, Wakefulness of Infant*
4. Diarrhea of Children and adults
7. Coudhs* Colds, Bronchitis
^.Toothache, Faccache. Neuralgia
9* Headache, Sick Headacho, Vertigo
lO. Dyspepsia, Indigestion,Weak Stomach
13. Cfoup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
14. Eczema, Eruptions
15. Rheumatism, Lumbago
16. Fever and Aduc, Malaria
17. Piles, Blind, Bleeding. Internal, External
19. Catarrh, Influenza. Cold in Head
20. Whoopind Coudh
21. Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing
27, Disorders of the Kidneys
30. Urinary Incontinence
34. Sore Throat. Quinsy
77. Grip, Grippe, La Grippe
For sale by druggists everywhere.

ADVERTISING TERMS. F or one square,
ane inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent

insertion.
In

a
a

on the treatment
Mrs. Lucy Coombs is quite ill at bar
“Every living thing” with home in North Islesboro.
In
Humphreys’ Remedies;
Mrs. Coburn and her daughter, Mrs.
English, French, Spanish, Portuguese or German—mailed free. Wyman, left Dec. Sth for their home in
PARTIAL LIST
Randolph, Mass.
FOR
Mrs H. M. Coombs spent Thanksgiv1* Fevers* Congestions, Inflammation*
How this sproutin’ oil “producer"
ing week with her mother, Mre. Arthur
2. Worms* Worm Fever
Makes its owners millonaires:

A. 1. BROWN. Editor.

Subscription Terms.

plain old down-cast moss-back,
From
back-roads country town:
Ain’t sartin I’m afoot or hoss-back
When it comes to swsllerin’ down
All these hifalutin’ stories
I’m agittin’ ev’y day,
Tellin’ all about the glories
Of these mines thet’s far away.

of

THURSDAY BY

Republican {outnal Pub.

The

=====:s=sa

KETCHIN’ SUCKERS
I’m jest

Doctor’s Book

Belfast.Thursday, December I5,t«2l
PUBLISHED EVERY

PRIPET.

HUMPHREYS’

advance,

<2.00 a year, 11.00 for six months; 50 cents
<or three months.

QUOTATION
’The riches of the commonwealth
Are free, strong minds, and hearts of

health,

And more to her than gold or grain,
The cunning hand and cultured brain."

HUMPHREYS’ HOMF.O. MEDICINE C0„
William and Ann Streets, New York.

Corner

THE TARIFF.

Hatch in Islesboro.

Mrs. Loraina Preble left recently for
Bangor, where she will spend the winter.
Her

sister,

Mrs.

Norton,

also

left for

Boston.
The pupils of the Ryder’s school were
obliged to postpone their Thanksgiving
entertainment until

a

later date

on

ac-

What gets me is all the bother
They go through to get a bite.
When I start to ketch a sucker,
I don’t hev to use no bait;
Don’t depend on chance nor luck or
Hev to sit around and wait.
If I want a mess I nab ’em;
Never need no line nor hook:
Jest take my old spear ’n’ jab ’em,
Where they’re lyin' in the brook.
Don’t need no expensive tackle.
Silver spoon or whirlygig,

/"''ENTRAL Maine Power Company is proud
^for more reasons than it would be modest

to enumerate, of its

taxes, especially those levied for the purMr. and Mrs. Andrew Taglsnd and AnMontreal or fancy hackle,
pose of paying debts and when the taxes
gle Tagland left Nov. 29th for MassachuKetchin’ suckers small or big.
imposed by this bill become due there setts. They were accompanied as far aa
Must be there’s some special reason
will doubtless be more criticism than Belfast
by Miss Ada Ladd.
Why they use such glitterin’ flies:
there is now. There is, however, some
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Trimm have re- P’r’aps they callate, out of season,
satisfaction in knowing that under the
Suckers
must be coaxed to rise.
turned to their home in Malden, Maas.,
than 9 million persona, and the value of
Don’t sound likely. I’ll admit it,
operation of this bill the American pubhaving been called here by the death of
their manufactures was about 30 billion
no
matter how I try,
Still,
lic will have to pay about {900,000,000
the former’s father,
Capt. Amariah Can’t find nothin’ else to fit it:
dollars. Add to this the value of our less federal taxes in
1922 than it paid in
Suckers must be gettiu’ shy.
Trimm.
products other than manufactures, and it 1921. There are
_rrn-i.
features of this
many

total

we

exported 13

per

cent and

face value of the freight bill. The parcel
mately the value of our home market in Post tax was one cent on each 25 cents
comparison with such foreign markets as of postage.
None of these taxes will be
we were able to obtain unde' the favorcollected after the first, day of next
able conditions of last year when our month and
the total of these taxes took
export trade was greater than ever be{300,000,000, annually, from the pockets
fore in the history of this country. The
of the American people. The so-called
most important duty of Congress at the “nuisance
taxes,” that is, the taxes on
present time is the enactment of a sane ice cream soda, soft
drinks, drugs, etc.,
tariff law, a law which will, to a reasonamounting to $26,000,000 a year, the tax
which
is
ours
that
able extent, safeguard
on
insurance premiums amounting to
ay right of creation, our great home
{20,000,000 a year, taxes on clothing,
market.
shoes, candy, proprietary medicines, perThe tariff question has been a periodifumes, soaps, etc. have been repealed.
cally live topic for more than 130 years. The total
amount of all the above is
about $490,000,000.
Heads of families
I have been relieved of income taxes to
o'
the amount of about $70,000,000.
The

Our first tariff enactment was made in
1789 and since thea there have been more

than fifty changes or readjustment
continue to
lariif duties. The tariff
be a live topic from time tj) time because

wjill

people

the interests
favored as
benefited by a relief from taxation to the extent of $560,000,000.
The
bill reduces the surtax to be paid by mulabove

and

aie

its proper adjustment is of great economic
importance and for the further reason
that owing to continual changes in busiti-millionaires, $60,000,000, and the tax
tariff adapted to the
ness conditions a
on capital
gains $20,000,0000. The exneeds of the country at this or any other
cess-profit tax, which it was estimated
time will not be suited to conditions which
1 as likely to [yield $270,000,000 next year
Sev-may exist five or ten years later.
has been repealed and in place of that the
eral years ago a United States Tariff
corporation income tax has been increasCommission was established to study the
ed from 10, to 121-2 per cent. The Retariff problem and to collect data which
publicans in Congress declared that the
wouid be useful to Congress in maxing
reduction of the taxes of the capitalistic
such readjustments of tariff duties as
interests was equitable and just, the
This commission
might be advisable.
Democrats insisted that the reduction
much of it
did a great deal of
was
an
outrage.
Every one who has
j
is now entirely without’value. During
read the debates on the tax bill in Con[
of Ithe world war
last three

workjbut

the
years
tariff laws were not much’needed. Everybody in the United Statfes who had any

:

i

needful thing to sell cojld get a good
price for it. Business conditions follow-

j

the close of the war have been such
that the tariff problem is now more im-

complicated than

more

gress knows that the law, in so far as it
deals with large aggregations of capital,
is a compromise between two political
parties.

Ambassador Ricci has represented the
government in Washington for
some time and is now in his native

ing

portant and

Italian

ever

before and, in the near future a revised country on leave of
absence. He has
I
protective tariff will be more needed ban said to bis countrymen: “All
attempts to
at any time during our national exist- obtain
cancellation of the financial obli| gations made
ence.
by Europe with the United
|
As early as the fifth.of last January States will
i
remain a vain illusion and
the first steps toward 5 new tariff bill useless
rhetoric.”
“It would seem
were taken.
Hearings vvere held by th ; evident that a much more
profitable attiWays and Means Committee for about tude could be drawn by debtor nations in
six weeks. Free traders, protectionists, abstaining from
proposing demands that
mporters, manufactures and other in- seem impossible for any state to grant.”
terests were given an opportunity to be
One of the last acts of the House of
beard. A tariff bill was presented in the

Representatives before it adjourned last
was to cut almost ninety million
dollars from a deficiency appropriation
bill. The navy deficiency was cut

House,

was debated there for two weeks
and was passed by a vote of 288 to 127.
The bill then went to the Senate for

month

consideration and was there under debate
for about three weeks.
There was an

Mrs. Etta Brown is quite sick, at this

James Dillan and son left recently to join Mr. Dillan in New York.
•is.

Mr. and Mrs. Merriam from the city
have moved into Stillman Flood’s house.
Newton Strong, who has been spendsummer here, left for Boston Dec.
3rd.

ing the

Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Wentworth spent
Dec. 4th with Mrs. Mabel Miller with
other guests

Howard Wentworth is home from
Connecticut on a visit with his mother
Mrs. Jennie Wentworth.
There will be a social and supper at the
The
hall Friday evening, Dec. 16th.

who

are

people, mostly politi-

■

severely criticising thi

No reaBonabl >
-tax bill paaaed recently.
person expects that thiB law will prove
to be perfect. Nobody enjoys payinj

Babys
I

colds

be “nipped in
the bud” without dosing
by nibbing Vicks over
throat and chest and

can often

applying

nostrils.

a

and Mrs. A. M.

powers.

weekend at the Windsor House in BelMisses Mary Bennett and Ethel Clark
are the clerks for the Christmas sale at
Effie M. Flye’s.

FOR FLETCHER’S

this year
tomers

little up the

Civil War United Statei
bonds were bought in Europe and paid
for in 40-cent dollars. We paid these
bonds in 100-cent dollars.
During

our

Are you aware of the fact that those
people who talk the most in favor of free

trade,
are

are

they

not running a big factory nor

on a

payroll.

The public debt
q00 last month.

waa

reduced 8465,000,-

to

complete the selling, before
ends, of 3,000 shares.

adds,

we

selling by employees to cusfeel sure, to the friendship

between company and customers. It brings
to employees and customers alike a realization
of the need of plowing in Maine money here
at home the need for the development of
Maine’s great resource—water power.

SWANV1LLE CENTER

Hermon Kachelder is doing carpenter
work for Ray Robertson.

Since the future of Maine

means much to
and
since
must
know
some Company
you
you
employee through whom you can put some of
your savings at work building up the old home
state, why not place your order for preferred
stock at once?

The Industrial Club met at the President
Mrs. Lee McKeeu, Nov. 30 and sewed on
order work.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett of Winterwere recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.

port

H. P. White.
Mrs. E. H. Littlefield was the guest of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Wslker
of Monroe, Dec. 2nd.

Any employee can take your order. The
price is $107.50 a share, the yield 6 1-2 % net.

Mr. Charles Curtis and Mrs. Flors Littlefield were in Jackson recently to visit
his daughter, Mrs. Percy Lsrrabee.

thin

Central Maine Power Company
Maine

Augusta,

But that’s not the worst part of such a condition. It’s the
Never a
so miserably weak and depressed.
way one feels
moment of real red-blooded enjoyment in work or rest; nothit IS pitiing but a continual state of the “blues.” Surely
have tried that
ful, but there is relief for those who never
old body-building remedy —the true “L. P. Atwood”
—

good

OperatorsiTrimmers Wanted

Medicine.

It makes new, rich blood by cleansing the system and imand cheerfulness
proving the digestion. Increased strength
back. Ask
or
assured
money
Satisfaction
use.
its
follow
your dealer for a 50 cent bottle.
“L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

For" Christmas

Law

operating

oast

On Ladies9 and Men
Straw Hats.

|

We have received another lot of
goods from China, especially desirable for Christmas Gifts.
A few suggestions are:
new

ALL

Bead Necklaces
Chains and Pendants
Ear Rings
Lace and Embroidered
Mats
Iiish Crochet Lace Collars'
Filet Lace Collars

Apply for Work NOW

Runners
Lunch Cloths and Sets
Silk Bags
Feather Fans
Baby Shoes
Jasmine Tea

Dos be Brothers

^

WEST BORO HAT CO.
Westboro,

AM t L. WILSON
SUE M. PARTRIDGE

A substantial glass front BOOK-CASE
with six shelves and lower drawer, especially good for office use. Call and see it
as it will go at a bargain.
Apply to MRS. T. D. BARR,
39 Church Street

Piano Owners, Attention

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
and appreciation to the relatives, neighbors and many friends who kindly assisted us in our late bereavement and for the
many beautiful flowers sent to the funeral.
J. F. Bryant and Mother
Mr. and MRS. L. E. STEWART
and Family.
Knox, Me., Dec. 5, 1921.

Get Your Stomach

Made-to-Measure

Goods

a full line of the NU-BONE CORSETS, guaranteed
not to break or rust for one year, in lace fronts, ladies’
misses’ sizes, also out-sizes. I also have a most attractive line of NEW SKIRTS in silk, Jersey and cotton, in regular and out-sizes. Call and see them at 4 Bell Street, or
telephone 169-12.
A good line of TECKLA l NDERWEAR for Christmas.

Ihave

MRS. C. S. WEBBER, Belfast, Maine

LLOYD D. McKEEN

i

EXPERT PIANO TUNING and REPAIRING
22

High St.,

or

Shop Hayford Block Annex, Belfast.

COLLECTOR’S NOTICE OF SALE

Kight

Stomach misery, gas and indigestion
are promptly relieved
with Mi-O-Na
Stomach Tablets. At A. A. Howes &
Co. on money back plan.

Topsham’a World’s Fair Has £10,000
the Treasury.

Massachusetts

I find that many pianos are badly moth eaten this senMoths will utterly ruin your piano and neglecting t
tend to them now will only add to the cost of later repai
Moths breed in dark places, therefore they will be
j
in pianos when no where else in the house.
!
I strongly advise having your piano action taken out
thoroughly examined. My charge for taking out acti
thorough examination is only $1.00, which will be applit
cost of repairs, if they are necessary.
!

FOR SALE

SEDAN

YEARHorTgUARAWTEED

We are also teaching beginners.
Those who wish to learn this work apply immeu
Special arrangements have been made for reas
board and lodgings within walking distance of the

Centerpieces

being 171,579,899. Aroostook county, Me.,
ranks third in a list of 50 leading counties, its products totaling $54,376,256.
The game season has closed and the
official count shows that 2233 deer passed
through Union Station, Bangor. The total kill in Maine for the season is said to
have been 10,000.

and all the rest—sold
than 2,000 shares of stock.

This method of

The winter term of the grammer school
opened Dec. 5th with Mr. Orett Robertson, teacher in the upper grades, and
Olive Stewart in the lower grades.

Pale

more

They expect

Effie M. Flye’s Christmas opening was
well patronized and “a good display’’ was
the word given by all patrons.

Mrs Nellie Cunningham of Auburn was
the guest of relatives in Waldo recently.

readers, clerks

last year

fast.

We have just received the Acts and
Better
Resolves of the last Legislature.
ate than nev er.

cASTO R 8 A

Our. employees—linemen, station operators,
meter

Small, spent the

Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin have moved into
their new house.

Children Ory

and
and
fair

Not the least of our reasons for being proud
of our employees is the success they have each
year in selling the preferred stock which
finances the development of Maine water

sister,

school will furnish the entertainment.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Cross are keeping
houBe for Mr. and Mrs. Snow on the
Pearl Brook farm while they are in Portland this winter.

“I suppose,” remarked a tourist in the
south to a native onlooker, ‘‘that even in
these isolated parts the bare necessities
of life have risen tremendously in price.”
"Y’er right, stranger,” replied the native gloomily, ‘‘an’ it ain’t worth drinkin’ when ye git it!”

find for

loyalty,
efficiency, and for willingness
to
ability
give service to the public day
night, summer and winter, storm or

Mrs. Myra Mountain from Belfast is
nursing Mrs. Lottie P. Vose.
Dr.

to

for

weather.
«r

Busher, recently.

Citrus fruits and walnutB have placed
Los Angeles county, Calif., first in rank
of all counties in the country in the value
of agricultural products, in 1919, the total

THE TAX BILL

cians,

POWER CQ

out, their equal would be hard

on :

stable basis.

There are many

Mrs.

writing.

Congress were enormous and it has for a
long time been the practice of nearly all
the departments to spend money after
the allotted appropriations had been exax bill was given the ri|htof way.
We shall never have “rigid
Tt is believed that the (senate will patch pended.
economy” in government expenditures
ip the tariff bill passed jry the House last
June and that after a lohg wrangle it wil] until that practice is stopped.
It is no use to inveigh
nave a passage.
G. A. Yea ton, Fruit Expert, reports
against the Underwood Simmons bill. Its
that the storm of Nov. 26th did little
history has been written. The condition!
damage to fruit trees in this State.
He
existing when it was enacted exist nc
also reports that the set of fruit buds for
longer. It has been on the statute hooka
next year is fairly good considering the
for about eight years and there is no good
In Massachusetts,
heavy crop of 1921.
reason for expecting that its successor wil
Rhode Island and the western part of
live half thattime.
Connecticut the damage to peach and
The next tarilt bill will of necessity be
apple trees was, in some sections, 50 per
a temporary
measure, because, as Mr
cent, and there was from 5 to 15 per cent
Hays recently said, “The very basic con
damage on an average in the three States
the
tariff
is built—the
ditious on which
mentioned above.
ost of manufacturing in various Europear
The War Department turned over 27,-countries with relation to our own cost ol
manufacture, and the valueof the varioui 000 of its surplus motor vehicles to the
European countries with relation to thi Bureau of Public Roads. Of these 4,088
were automobiles and 23,110 were trucks.
value of our own currency—is at the presThese were all apportioned to the several
ent time as fluctuating as quicksand'”
States except 1,800 for use in the nationa l
Strive as it may, Congress cannot enact
forests and by the administration of the
a tariff bill which will in any great degrei
be a satiifactory one until deflation ii : Federal aid act. Maine’s share of the dispractically completed and business, do tribution was 177 trucks and 24 autos.
more

Mrs. Annie Nutter visited her

POUR’S MILLS

little more than twenty-seven millions.
The deficiency bills presented to the last

abundance of academic discussion, much
theoretical reasoning and much politics in
the debate. It was not possible for the
tariff bill to make real progress and the

mestic, foreign and international, is

CENTRALMAINE

Miss Bertha Ryder has resigned as the
postmistress at North Islesboro, having
FREEDOM
amounted to 8 per cent on all tickets held the position for 32 yearB. The vaTom Vose of Liberty spent the weekbought which cost more than 42 cents. cancy is being filled by Roy Webster, unend at the dormitory
The freight tax was 3 per cent on the til a new appointment is made.

home market absorbed about 87 per
cent. This shows in brief and approxi

employees.

They are all human and hence liable to error;
but taking them by and large, year in, year

bill which will meet with quite unanimous
tax
approval. The
passenger

our

Employees

in the High
Bchool at Boothbay Harbor, is at home I don’t know one mine from t’other;
Ain’t ashamed of it a mite:
for the Christmas recess.

Bates,

According to the
censjis there were
289,768 manufacturing establishments in
These industhe United States in 1920.
tries had a capitalization of a little more
than 44 billion dollars, employed more

mous

Our

'Bout a “lode” of gold thet’s looser
*N old Zach Mullen’s numbered hairs.
and Mrs. John R. Monroa era
Platinum ’n’ tin ’n’ what-all;
receiving congratulations on the birth of
Dimonda too for what I know;
a daughter, Elva Louise.
Mines, I callate, tbet hes got all
Nation beat with half a shew.
Miss Elsa
assistant

Principal

count of the storm.

will be shown that the total of our production for the year was a little more
Of this enorthan 62 billion dollars.

We Are Proud of

in

BRUNSWICK, Dec. 6—The Sagadahoc Agricultural & Horticultural society
has made the finest financial showing in
its history according to the statement of
Tress. Morrill at the annual meeting in
the Brunswick court room Monday, showing that with all bills pa:d there ia more
than $10,000 in the treasury.

Unpaid

taxes

1921.

on

lands situated in the town

of Belmont, in the County of Waldo, ?<,r

The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town
for the year 1921, committed to me for collection for said town on the fourth day of
remains unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and chttrg- s arviously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount du»including interest and charges, will be sold at public auction at the Town Hall in
(the same being the place where the last preceding annual town meeting of sa'd
held) on the first Monday of February, 1922, at nine o'clock a. m.
No. of No. of Value of Value of Tola’ ^
Description cf
Real K*"v
Lot
Acres
Land
Name of Owners.
Property
Bldgs
on
north
Bounded
E.
and
Sam
by
Fecteau,
Fred Brewster; east by land
of T.A.Gorden; south by land
of Mrs. H. G. Morse; west by
$1.0t*0
60
town road; homestead farm. 93-94
$300
$700
CHARLES F. WELLMAN.
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Belmont
Dec. 5,1921—8w49

^

*

Directors ot the Savings
Division, U. S. Treasury
I
Dept. Hold Conference in Washinatnn Nnn 7 nnA
I

EDITH POPE GOODHUE

The death of Mrs. Edith Pope Goodhue,
which occurred at her home in Brookline,

a

Mass.,

on

numerous

Nov.

3Ctb, brought

Christmas Warmth

to

sorrow

friends in Stockton where in

former years she passed many seasons at
her cottage on Middle street or visiting at

and Comfort

the early home of her husband. Although
measurably incapacitated physically by
an organic heart trouble for more than a
score of years, and prostrated with serious
illness during the year, which prevented
her usual visit here in the summer, the
Edith Pope
end came very suddenly.
was born in Conway, S. C., about sixty
years ago, the daughter of a southern
mother, while her father was a native of
Maine. By the removal of the family
north, she was reared and educated in
Boston and passed the most of her life in
that vicinity. In 1894 she married Russell P. Goodhue, a native of this town,

matter how the storm rages outside,
you can bring cozy comfort within your

NO

home by using a Perfection Oil Heater.
In the bathroom and the children’s sleeping
room, and wherever the family is assembled

—dining room, living room or library—place

Perfection for that “comfort-point” temperature.
It makes a most welcome Christmas present for the whole family. And it is highly
economical, too, compared with coal.
See your dealer today, and have a Perfection on hand for the family’s Christmas.
For best results use Socony Kerosene

a

who died at bis desk in a Boston business
office in December of 1913. Her home
was shared always with
sister, Miss Mary Pope,
ness wo

hue

?a,?n',SS’

LC'
Dir“rU>rI..-lPub.1.,cltr;
WTH.C™ nRnhm°?d:

ta-

U the conference of the Directors of the
Savings Division, U.
er
S, an interesting program for 1922 was mapped out

,^and

S. Treasury Dept., held
by Under-Secretary of

in
the

Speaking

■

Across

a

Continent

—

So accustomed have the people become
j jO the achievements of modern ingenuity
sn applying the knowledge mankind has

gained of his actual dominion

American Chemists Have Accomplished the Wonders
Which Ancient Chemists Strived for by the
Utilization o4‘ Ccal Tar By-Products
(Told in Eight Sketches)
Ey JOHN RAYMOND

No. IV
THE
ugn

me

ALCHEMIST S
oi

meraiure

me

an-

absorbing story of
patient search for

the
the
.'t’s
one which would transform ail
metals into pure gold, and the
ndmg quest foi the elixir which
restore youth to the aged and
The alchecure all human ills.
driven from cellar to'garret and
put to death, had an elemental
dge of chemistry and vaguely
d that it could be made to per>nders.
nuls

:

the

Ben Jonson’s alchemist,
back in the early seventeenth
who planned “to change all
in my house to gold, and early
morning to send to all the
ers and pewterers and buy their
d lead up; and to Lothbury for
copper.” And more than that,
.•:ans of this magic elixir, in eight
enty days he planned to transas

a

old man of four score into a
ing child.
t.iinly, chemistry has not sucin performing these marvels,
losopher’s stone still is an unquantity to science, buried, perith the pot of gold at the rainend, and the elixir of youth is as
v
hidden as on that far-off day
De Soto set forth so bravely
Spain to find it in the new world,
hemistry has accomplished won>■ the utilization of coal tar by;>cts which contribute to every
Take the
of our daily life.
class of the chemist and look inrather uninteresting substance
an

kettle of it over a fire and
at various times what
mist calls the Crudes-benzone,

put
<

ne,

e

a

leaving

c

xylene, napthalene, phenol,

none,

carbazol, and

these

are

are

some

the most
clear liquids,
UCdullI

otjhers.

important,
some

are

U1

but all are brought
of the black
out
tar
coal
by the

magician’s nasi,
which is simply
distillafractional
tion; that is. catching and condensing
the vapors given off
at various temperatures.

Now. what of the
crudes? Add nitric
acid, or any one of
hundreds of chemi-

cais,

DREAM

ana citner neat

cool as the case ] |DYE WORKS!;
may he. and vve get ;
a host of other com- j
peacedescribed :
pounds
as interme di a t e s.
Although some of
the crudes and
many of the inor

termediates ar«
useful as such,
the real
develop-

|

over

the

material forces of the earth and the air*
th it little more than casual appreciation
or realization of what the utilization of

active busi-

Ask your dealer about the

ian, who survives. Mrs. Gooda talented artist of considerable

$5000.00
PERFECTION HEATER CONTEST

The mneral services were

held at the

family home in Brookline

Dec. 4th.

on

PERFECTION

Transfers in Real Estate

Washington, NoTreasury, S. P,

The effort of the U. S. Government to interest the
people of the country in establishing habits of svstem-ming and investment in Government Savings Securities
has been a pronounced success.
An informal
on the subject given bv Postmaster-General Will
H. Hays placed the organization of the Postoffice Departat the command of the Savings Division, and Postmasters
throughout the country will be urged to interest
and every member of their communities in this work.
\a official announcement of the plans which have been made for the
ensuing year will appear in this paper in the
neai futuie. I here is no doubt but that
through the Savings operations of the Treasury Department during
nice the war the people have received an education
in Thrift and Savings which will be of inestimable value
t'ie present and future generations.
In addition to the value of the Government Savings
campaign as
a.ns of improving the economic habits of the
people there is a vast amount of money in the country which
ii.„ hoarded unci it is expected that the
now
under consideration for the ensuing year will be so complans
hensive as to induce the owners of this money to invest in the securities offered
by the U. S. Government

slightly older

an

Her landscapes were always
refute.
pleasing and her china painting exquisite.
A graduate of an art class ft the old N
E. Conservatory, she taught the latter art
in that institution for a period of nine
years, reluctantly abandoning her brushes
only when forced by ill health. A quiet,
refined personality, always gracious in
bearing, long will she be lamented, and
much sympathy goes out to her sister
and the sister of her husband, Mrs. Carrie
A. Garduer of this village, with whom
her relations were particularly intimate.

SAVINGS DIVISION DIRECTORS IN CONFERENCE
Francisco; E C. Adams, St Louis; John T. Wayland. Kansas Citv: Silas W.
G’ M Gran* New York; Orrin Lester, National
mr
j
Minneapolis; P B. Beery, Cleveland; W. B. Bosworth, ChiItin«m^
k'bb,ef’
Dinsmore W. Hume, Dallas; Geo. ^
E. V'.
Lloyd, Philadelphia; F C. Ayres, Boston.

■

was

a

00Heaters

The following transfers of real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Dec. 8,
1021:
Clarence Sturterant, Boston, to Alphonso P. Wentworth, Lincolnville; land
i and buildings in Lincolnville.

I

I

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

Alvena Mitchell, Bucksport, to Effie M.
Pendleton, Belfast; land and buildings in
Monroe.

Ralph I. Morse, Belfast, to George L.
Slipp, do.; land in Belfast.
Edwin S. Wing, Belfast, to Orrin W,
Wing; land and buildings in Belfast.
Martha Orcutt, Northport, to Charles
Orcutt, do; land in Northport.
The Inhabitants of Burnham, to Arthur Hunt, do; land in Burnham.
Albert H. Clark, Fairfield, to Edward
H. Griffith, New York; land in Unity.
Anne Louise Griffith, presently Anne
Dundas, Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, to Edward H. Griffith, New
York; land and buildings in Unity.
Clarence E. Hamlin, Brooks, to Ella F.
Shibles, Thorndike; land and buildings in

26 Broadway

For Sale
i

1

Florida 20-acre producing farm; imraedi te
occupancy; good land in high state of cultivation; newly fenced; new five room cottage,
well and barn; fronting on 60 foot highway in
highly developed modern farming community;
near laige canning factory, syrup factory and
dairy; within tl ree-quarters mile railroad
loading station Good Irish potato land; plant-

ed in January under fair conditions Irish po
tatoes should yield 60 barrels per acre ready
for market in April and May, and present indications should bring $8.00 or more per bir! re). Irish potatoes should be planted, cultiI vated, harvested and marketed within cost of
Excellent marketing
I $126 00 or less per acre.
j facilities; abundance good farm labor. Natural
| drainage—no swamps or overflows; one or
I more additional money crops may be produced
This fine farm
; on same land after potatoes.
may be yours for cash payment of $1,200.00
and balance within five years. No better investment anywhere. Think. Investigate. Act,

things means to civilization is often
i expressed. A recent address delivered by
President Harding in Washington was Brooks.
heard, :n all its clearness, and instanArchie T. Knights, et al., Montville, to
! taneously, across the contineut and in
Clarence B. Bryant; land in Montville.
1
many cities east and west. Perhaps some
Clyde P. Reynolds, Burnham, to Joseph
; of those who listened while the President
E. Reynolds, do ; land and buildings in
| spoke were able to remember those times,a Burnnam.
| not long ago, when the transmission of
Charles E. Libby, Waterville, to Arthur
I presidential message required weeks in
W. Hunt, Burnham; land in Burnham.
i reaching the slates bordering the Missis
it
could
! sippi River, and months before
Joseph Arnold, Burnham, to Arthur i Heal
i be read by people on t ie Pacific coast,
Hunt, do.; land and buildings in Burni That was in the days of the stage coach ham,
these

and

the

before the tele-

|
Charles S. Adams, Searsmont, to Hollis
| graph was invented. But even the telej graph of half a century ago was not the L. Jackson, Montville; land in Montville.
utility it is today. It may have (Two deeds.)
|! efficient
Joseph H. Taylor, Searsmont, to Roy
reached the borders of the wilderness, but
| it. did not extend beyond. Yet it was a C. Fish, Belfast, et al.; land and buildpony express,

marvelous achievement that a message ings in Searsmont.
delivered in Washington could be quite
William H. Alexander, Northport, to
general y distributed to the chief centers Kenneth W. Wyman, do.; land in Northment
twelve or fifteen port.
begins with
j of population within
the chemical treathours. And indeed it was an achieve
Myrtle W. Herrick, Rockland, et al.,
ment of the intermethe
It
shortened
magnificent dis- to Kenneth W. W vman, Northport; standj meat.
diates. With many
i tances which separated states and cities,
ing soft wood, Northport.
of these intermediates, one
line oi
thereby hastening civilization, extending
Leonora J. Story, Watertown, Mass.,
treatment will produce drugs, another , commerce, and simplifying in no small
to Ivory Frazer, Searsport; laud in Searshigh explosives, another poison gases, degree the problems of government.
still other perfumes, food flavors and i
but. ihe telephone, perhaps a natural port.
Ivory Frazer, Searsport, to Horace E.
photographic materials. Some have I successor of the telegraph, has added
varying peace and war time uses with- ! what may be called the personal touch to and Arthur Robbins, do ; land and buildout further treatment.
It should be
a
merely mechanical device or utility, j ings in Searsport.
and a logical development of the mechnoted that some of these crudes reHerbert W. Carr, Belast, to Henry B.
quire as many as fifteen manipulations anisui which lias made possible the trans- Ladd, do.; land in Belfast.
mission of the modulated human voice is
to produce a given compound and in
j Charles W. Frederick, Belfast, to Mary
the amplifier which renders the spoken
each manipulation a by-product is
Coggins Aiken, Hampden; land in Bel!
word easily audible to vast audieuces in
be made
fast.
produced which againin must
halls or auditoriums thousands of miles
order to avoid
into something useful
Mary Coggins Aiken, Hampden, to
distant.
It cannot be said that such an
waste.
land in
It is because of this treatment and i accomplishment means little. The uses Walter E. Cunningham, Belfast;
Belfast.
retreatment of coal, crudes and inter- | to which the device can be adapted are
Eleanor C. Bishop, Presque Isle, to Roy
mediates that it is so easy to convert a | almost limitless, and it is noteworthy
dye plant into a factory for the pro- I that at the time of the transmission of E. Chandler, Winterport; land in Winterits
the
President's
or
port.
preceding
address,
duction of high explosives or poisonous gases almost over night.
delivery, the audience listened- to the
Roy. E. Chandler, Winterport, to Elvin
at
bauds
And
Arlington.
military
piayiag
was
indeed
M.
farsighted,
Germany
Arey, do; land in Winterport.
it is interesting to realize that the acback in 1859, when she took advantage
Frances L. Hazeltine, Belfast, to Matof Perkin’s discovery, and began the complishment of that day was not ex- thew W. Welch, do.; land in Belfast.
perimental. Indeed it was rather a furdevelopment of a gigantic dye industry
James M. Maffitt, Calais, to Fred Pronishing of convincing proof that the ex
so that she might never be without the
land and buildperimental stage had been passed and vost, New Haven, Conn.;
crudes and intermediates so essential
that there has beer made available a ings in Montville.
to success in war or
peace.
thoroughly practical utility. The signifiHenry C. McCorrison, Thorndike, to
Germany developed the synthetic
dye industry, just as she developed cance of such a development can hardly M. J. Burns, Boston; land and buildings
be estimated.
in Knox.
other industries, to create employment
A few days before the delivery of the j
But
and wealth for her millions.
the
President
Arlington address,
had, by
paper mill at iopsham to
through these developments she learnusing a specially installed wireless tele
ed the value of chemistry, of chemicals,
CLOSE UNTIL NEXT SPRING.
the
heads
of
to
spoken
phone
circuit,
realand of chemists themselves. She
in
different
eight
governments
twenty
her
ized early how dependent
peace
Notices have been posted at the Bowall pans of the world simultaneously.
doin Mill of the Pejepscot Paper comdevelopment was on chemistry and
The spoken words, completing the cirshe soon saw the value of chemical inpany to the effect that as soon as the
cuit of the earth, returned in the space of
dustries to war. Germany saw that
present orders are filled the mill will be
mereseven
seconds
to
Is
it
Washington.
closed until spring. This is due to lack
the manufacture of dyes required much
ly coincidental that proof ol the fact that of orders and the general condition of the
chemical research and also that dye
the
voice of one who speaks with authorwaste
Anotner feature which
prodpaper industry.
making made use of the
ity for the United States was actually has considerable bearing on the situation
ucts from the coke ovens, themselves
heard round the world came concurrently i
inin the Androscoggin
steel
lack
of
water
her
iron
and
to
is
the
a necessity
with the opening of the International
river which during the last few months
dustry. She saw its value in the proChristian
Science
Conference?—Editorial,
has been the lowest iD about twenty
duction of explosives, gases and ferMonitor.
\ years. During the period that the mill is
tilizers for her fields. This foresight
closed it is planned to make extei give
gave Germany a forty year start on
PERMANENT IMMIGRATION LAWS
the United States, and the rest of the
; repairs and improvements. The mill employs about 125 hands. The Topsham
world..
^
The issue still is whether this country
pulp mill and the pulp and paper mills at
alienized
or
to
be
is
Americanized. Lisbon Falls and Pejepscot will not be afThere are more than thirteen million
fected by the closing of the Bowdoin
foreign-born persons in the United ! mill.
would be to acknowledge that sometninj
The children of some of them
States.
settlemen
and
a
full
complete
less than
are still too much alien and loo little
would be acceptable.
American. It is not their fault entirely,
The same is true of reparation.
this alienized condition, but it is none the
thi
in
the
situation
from
Any departure
less a menace.
Pacific and the limitation of artnameuti
Some thirty-five million people have
would endanger success and invite a reentered this country since 1884.
Think
and not
opening of many mat ers concluded b; of tbatl Such a migration is a great
the Paris Peace conference.—St. Loui , event in
that
we
Americans have
history, yet
every
Times.
disregarded its importance, rdying or
of
\
some magic or other, or on the great god
A Close Call.
The United States has played ir
Luck
marvelous luck, no doubt; but withoul
Robert Creighton, city editor of th
intelligent comprehension of its problems, we are likely to awaken to find
Knox County Messenger and son of Ex
is
utilized
that luck has bidden ua good by.
f
o
State Senator Charles A. Creighton
the
has
enacted
in buildn
restrictions
or
Congress
system
wate r
the
from
was
recently
Thomaston,
immigration that hold until next sum1
an
up
Wharf
floats
Now is the time to press Congreai
mer.
near one of the l'illson
Scott £ Howne, Bloomfield, N. J.
to enact restrictions to hold at least a
ft
was taken to a local hospital.
J generation. A generation that has di-ALGO
The timely barking of a dog directe
Americanism to a perilous degree
luted
and wa a
*"v frr
'^$5% |W*3 U
the night watchman’s attention
requires to be followed by a generatior
N
undoubtedly the means of preveutin
fr’if
that will fortify Americanism for posit
«. Wat ii
drowned.
from
being
W
Mr. Creighton
terity's and the republic’s sake.
a
(Tablets or f?rnnu! -s)
The question of whether we shall al!
RELIEVE
| ienize or Americanize ourselves is thi
By comparison othei
j cardinal issue.
FOR
In
this om
questions are) temporal.
I there ie fatality,—Minneapolis Journal.

j
I

j

Winter

and Insurance,

When

a

vy

ujc

LIMITING THE CONFERENCE
AGENDA.
esident Harding is right in discoursb:c. the discussion of international
debts and kindred subjects at the com''8 conference on limitation of armaments. There have been many rumora
emanating from German as well as allied
“nin es to the effect that the question of
reparation payments by Germany and
'be question of the allied debt to the
oiled Stales may be taken up by the
relegates. President Harding’s decision,
however, to keep financial and
objects of such character out of! the
"inference goes far toward insuring contration on the lines for which it was

econjomic

called.
The more extraneous subjects

permitted to enter into the discussion the
likelihood will there be of ultimate
agreement. If subjects such as the allied
debt and German reparations were placed
oo the
agenda the coming conference
might easily degenerate into a postponed
Peace conference meeting and the purPoaes for which it was called might toasily
be ruined.
Moreover, to admit the matter (if the
Pllied debt to enter into the discussion
are

IT IS FACT
theory,

drop
rich, nourishing

dition will freeze in cold weather.

lay

Better know

car and save money.
Come in and let us explain our method of “dry storage” which stops
the chemical action and prevents deterioration of your battery while not
in use.

up your

LEWIS A. GANNON & CO.,

Belfast, Maine

by £'•

ing

strength.

to

as

announce

General

that

|1;!i|Drmk7//7/f

going

PUiinbing I'usiness
Telephone 117-4

BELFAST,

MAINE
lmo49*

COFFEE /

For Sale

Yo u

Slabs and Sawdust at Milton
Hills’ Mill, Swan Lake Avenue.
tf49
Belfast.

a re

E*-?

Children Cry

FLETCHER’S
CAST O R IA

^

|

INDIGESTION §
2Hlsk|

/

I ikely to like il

FOR RENT
A TENEMENT OF FIVE ROOMS.
Inquire at
THE WAYSIDE TEA HOUSE

Automobile and
Furniture

HALL &

Storage

big

established
COMMISSION
FRUIT

c. A. PAUL

4w48*

For
ONE FOR!)

new

ROADSTER, cheap,

pop corn

machine.

AND

MERCHANTS
PRODUCE

in

Prompt and efficient service. Stencils furnished on application. References:
Any commercial agency; Beacon Trust Co., Boston,
13142

For Sale

Apply to

F. E.

LITTLEFIELD,
Waldo Station, Maine.

47

Ihe De Silver place situated in
Prospect below Bucksport.
Cottage house
and stable and about
sixty acres of iand,
extending back from shore of Penobscot
River. Inquire of
JOHN
DUNTON or
RALPH I. MORSE,

For Sale
A COTTAGE AND LOT at Swan Lake.

__Belfast,

For particulars apply to
MRS. GEORGE A. PALMER,
tf46

Monroe,

Hand

Kitchen Range

State price first letter.

Box

185,

Belfast, Maine
Thousands of Mothers

your

Tryabouie.

Sold by

aU

M.

a7G00K’S

MALE and FEMALE

aminations, instruction, write R. TERRY,
(former Civil Service examiner) 806 Continental Bldg., Washington, D. C.
2w49

BANKS’ GARAGE

Dr A. M.

studio

Colonial Theatre

QVeweC&Uuv

S. C.

Mounting

Pattee, M. D.,

Masonic

High

Telephone 338-2

Trucking

street.
40 i

27tf

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucknib
Furniture and piano moving g
specialty. Leave orders at the stable^
corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 W aldo Avenue, Belfast.
_

lemple. Room 6,

Residence at 45

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

(tillmflnc
hlc

Lothrop

DENTIST

Main Street, Belfast.

dealer,.

Clerks, for Postal Mail and Government
Field Service. $125 month. Experience
unnecessary. For free particulars of ex-

a

photograph.

Tour friend* will appreciate
and cheriah just the aort of
picture* wo make.

Prepared by the Kobwat Medicine Co., b or way. Me.
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
If It fall, to bcireflt yon when nsedltrtctlyasdirected on
wrapper.

Automobile Storage
Tenements*

If you have friends,
they should have

Know its Value.
The Family Medicine
for Coughs, Colds, Colie
Cuts, Scalds, Burns,
Chilblains, Insect Bites

the inude

Maine.

FOR RENT

Maine.

WANTED
Second

market,

1848.

Apples Our Specialty

Sale

good running condition.
One square piano, cheap.
One

COLE, INC.

94 to 102 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston. Mass.
Almost 75 y<*ars in the same location |m Boston’s

AT 21 CONGRESS STREET.

y

THAT-8

=

“Sol”

he is
-into the-

1

J I'g

»

I
b

j

AT NORTON’S GARAGt, HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE

-The PlumberWishes

Scoffs Emoloioo |
readily

j

Any battery in a discharged conStore your battery with us when you

HIM!) I SALISBURY

|

jj

j

battery freezes it is rained.

•___

IXVCJCddCU

for Your

YOUR BATTERY CAN FREEZE

OR KIN J, DICKEY
listate

Storage
Battery

THE

Most Ailments

Due to One Thing
That Is, Impure, Impoverished,
Devitalized Blood.

Probably 75 per cent, of the ailments of the human race are due
to an abnormal condition of the
poor, anemic.
This fact and the further fact
that Hood's Sarsaparilla purifies,
enriches and revitalizes the blood,

blood,—thin,

by creating a healthy appetite,
aiding digestion, promoting assimilation and thereby securing
in full all the benefits of complete
the
must
nutrition,
impress
thoughtful with the wisdom of
giving this great medicine a trial.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is greatest
merit plus greatest economy, the
most for the money.

Discount

Get it.

all Trimmed Hats.

on

ONE LOT AT HALF PRICE

Shop will be closed January 1st.
Opening again March 1st.

L. H.

FERGUSON

WANTED
Washing and ironing, working out by the
lay. Tel. 142-3.
LILLIAN CURTIS.
East Belfast.

IwaOp

WANTED
Salesman to sell Table Brand Coffee,

vpply to WEBSTER, THOMAS TEA &
COFFEE Co., 219 State St., Boston, Mass
3w50

TWO OAK BEDS
FOR SALE

Inquire

at No. 44

Cedar Street

Wood Lot For Sale
Twenty acres of hard and soft wood,
market within quarter mile, easy haul, no
hills.
Bargain lot. Apply to ORRIN J.
DICKEY, Real Estate and Insurance, Bel-

fast,

2w50

Maine.

White Chester Boar
FOR SERVICE.

Pigs for

E

Dodge

Saie.

M. A. BENNER.
Northport, Maine. Phone 72-11.
Iw50 pd

Brothers

Appoint

Dealer.

L. A. Paul Will Sell Popular Detroit Car In
This Territory.

Oi

...

made by
Announcement is
Dodge
Brothers, Detroit, of the appointment of
L. A Paul as their dealer in this city. Mr.
will occupy the Walker garage on
High street with a complete salesroom
3nd service station. His territory includes
Waldo County.
The remarkable popularity of the Dodge
.Brothers Motor Car has caused automobile men all over the country to clamor
for sales privileges, but Dodge Brothers
policy of quality in selling method as well
as quality in the car requires a painstaking investigation in every instance before
is made. In Mr. Paul Dodge
3 .selection
Brothers have a dealer on whom they be
liev e they may rely for both progressiveness and fair business methods
The prompt manner in which Dodge
Brothers assumed one of the foremost
po-itions in the automobile industry is regarded as a striking testimonial to the
high regard in which their name was
held by the public even before they marketed a motor car bearing their name,
prior to that time Dodge Brothers had
the vital parts for more than a half
bui
million other cars, establishing a reputation for thoroughness and mechanical
ski!'.
This reputation has been more than upIt is said of Bodge Brothers in exheld.
planation of their unusuil success, that
they spare no money or effort in building
a car to
suit their particular ideas of
thoroughness in manuf cture. What their
ideas on this subject rne n to the purchaser oi their product may be imagined
from the fact that they have a staff of
several hundred inspectors who do nothing
but check up on workmanship in the various processes of manufacture. In addition
there are several large departments devoted entirely to similar work, such as the
physical and chemical laboratories where
raw and finished materials are subjected
to tests so thorough as to leave no doubt
of the quality.
paui

iu

-a

oiguuiV/aiit

umi

uic

mot.

CHURCHES

recently sailed to Europe. The report of
Miss Alice D. White of Gardiner was
the Sunday school was moat encouraging, i d Belfast Tuesday on business.
which has »n enrollment of 192, with
Don’t forget to send the kiddies to tb.e
Rev. W. F. Skerrve of Templeton, some very
thriving classes of young peo*
Mass., will preach at the Federated pie and two troops of Boy Scouts, number- Christmas Matinee at theColonial. Big
Christmas tree on the stageand all the
churches next Sunday morning, followed ing SO in all.
kiddies will have a chance to meet Santa.
by the Sunday school. All are cordially I
invited.
Mrs. Walter S. Darby and Miss Mildred
The News of Belfast.
I. Darby are confined to their home on
The Universalist Church will
hold
Union street, but are both improving.
preaching services next Sunday morning
The North church Guild will meet The forifier has had a light run of
at 10 45 with sermon by Rev. William
pneunext Monday evening with Mrs. Thomas monia and the latter tonsilitis.
Vaughan. Sunday school at noon. All
E, Bowker, Park street.
cordially invited.
On the Colonial program for next week
Someone, who attends the Colonial on are several pictures they have played the
Methodist Church. People’s Meth- i Friday evening, December 23rd, is going
big time at greatly advanced prices. Ding
odist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
j to get a nice Christmas dinner with all says, “I may get mine for it, but I am not
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; tele- j the fixius.
going to advance my prices on these pictphone, 213.11. Sunday morning service
ures one sou markee.”
At the Saturday Matinee, December
at 10.45.
Sunday school, 12-m. Evening
will have a Christservice at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this, 24th, Manager Clifford
Waldo Lodge, I. O, O. F., will hold its
mas tree for the kiddies.
All will be
annual roll call tomorrow, Friday, evenThursday, evening at 7.30.
given something to keep the Christmas. ing, to which all Odd Fellows
are corThe First baptist Church. Rev.
It is desired that every
Members of the Rockland Salvation dially invited.
C.
13
Ueorge
Sauer, pastor; residence,
Army have been in Belfast the past week | member respond with remarks or quotaCedar; telephone, 123-11. Sabbath ser- soliciting funds for their work. They tions. A clam stew will be served in
vices at 10:45 and 7:30; Bible school at made a good impression here and reported [ the banquet hall at the close of the ex12; Christian Endeavor 6:30; mid-week a successful visit.
ercises.
devotional service Thursday, 7:30.
POOR’S Mills. Mrs Fred Carter iB
A service of special interest is in prepThe many friends of Manager Ding !
aration for Sunday morning. Reports will Clifford are congratulating him on winning ! on the sick list again Mrs. J. A. Hartsbe made of the Students’ Y. M. C. A. the First Prize for the largest gain on New horn had an ill turn last Sunday night....
conference held in Lewiston last week. England week on the Black Circuit. Ding Mrs. Etta Brown has been quite sick For
The boys from this church and Sunday says “the seventy-five comes in handy.” the past week, but is a little better at
this writing....Charles Bnyington is sick
school accompanying Mr. Foster, the
Senators Bert M. Fernald and Frederick
principal, were Marion Rhoades, Harold Hale have telegraphed their approval and with pneumonia, but is reported as a litKelley and William Cook. Following the support to the Maine Public Health Asso- I tle more comfortable...O. L. Wentworth,
brief addresses the pastor will speak on ciation in their work and also in their master of Riverside Grange, went as a
delegate to attend the State Grange in
“World Preparation for the World’s Re- sale of Christmas seals and bonds.
Portland this week ..There will be a sodeemer.”
Gilkey & Son have leased the Phoenix cial and supper at the hall Friday eveniu me evening as usual me service win
be made up largely of singing and music House to R. S Russell of Islesboro. It ing, the 16th. The school will furnish
with bright earnest addresses by a num- has been managed recently by Homer B. the entertainment.
ber of speakers on '‘Christmas as I would Carter. Gilkey & Son took a lease of the
The Belfast Teachers’ Club had anlike to make it this year.” All services building as they run their Garage in what
other of their most enjoyable and profitof the church were largely attended last was formerly the stable on High street.
able
meetings at the Methodist vestry
Sunday; the Sunday school registered 137
The current issue of the M. P. H. A. j
Monday evening. A delicious picnic suppresent besides visitors.
News says: “Maine has good reason to i
Appointments: Monday evening, Junior appreciate the splendid work accomplish- i per was served by the teachers of the
McLellan school.
This was followed
Scout meeting in the noys’ room at 7.30. ed
by funds derived through the Christ- j
Meeting of the combined committees of mas Seal and Health Bond sale of former with an address by Will R. Howard on
\
“Ancient Mistakes and a Few Modern
the Christmas Festival in the large vesyears. Maine will do her share—and then
try. Wednesday afternoon, the annual some—in the coming sale.” Belfast will Misconceptions or Things and Other
meeting of the sewing circle in the small do its part, as it always does, in every Things.” It is understood that Mr. Howard talked some time before he reached
vestry. At 4 o’clock a meeting of the good cause. As usual the busiest people
his subject and was then obliged to stop
children and others taking part in the are at work forwarding the sales.
before he brought out many modern misChristmas pageant in the large vestry.
Local express forces are making spe- conceptions, but he left a lot of helpful
annual
Thursday evening, adjourned
meeting in the vestry. Devotional meet- cial preparations for the handling of the pointers as he always does. Mr. Howard
I ing following.
Friday evening in the Christmas traffic. Agent S. S. L. Shute, is first, last and always interested in
boys’ room regular meeting of Troop III., in charge of the city office, said today: l teaching and has a wealth of experience
George H. Robertson, scoutmaster. Sat- “We wish to emphasize the importance I to draw from. Supt. E. E. Roderick as a
genuine Santa Claus, distributed slams
urday, 2 to 5 30, Christmas sale of dolls, of shipping holiday gift packages early. to
all present, which contributed many
fancy articles and home-made candy in This will avoid congestion with the reguthe small vestry by the “C. C.” Class, lar traffic and insure their arrival on genuine laughs. The teachers contribtime. Our most important task in hand- uted in presenting him with a fine extenMiss Michaels, teacher.
ling holiday shipments is to deliver them sion mirror. The next meeting will be
in January.
At the annual meeting of the Baptist before Christmas Day.”

J

church the followi lg officers and committees were elected:

Clerk,

fa

Exceptional Qualities
Perfect Construction
Years of
J

Hollis Jon. s of Brooks and Miss Elsie
Munro of Boston._
_

~

©M5in?j^p !9

Unseasonable weather has left us with
Fumed Oak Tabourettes
What would
an overstock of blankets.
Ladies’ Sewing Baskets,
make a better present and you save 25% ?
Ladies’ Mahogany Clocks
$1.39 Mahogany Boudoir Lamp
Medium Size Cotton, $3 value,
“
3.35
Extra Size Woolnap, $5
Mahogany Panel Mirror,
4.75
Extra Size Woolnap, $6.50 value,
Fumed Oak Smoking Stand
7 50
All $10.00 Silk Bound to go at
Parlor Clock
FOR THE BOY

Practical Christmas Gifts at H. H.
Coombs Co., Masonic Temple, High St.

Bedfast, Maine.

A

CARTS

RED RIDER

Built of all reed
with reed hood,
all rubber tire

4.95
2.25
4,95
3.75
2.25
18.00

wheels, adjustable back,

mean

$3.95

Satisfactory Service

$7.50

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
BANGOR,

m

MAINE

Established 1839

SOLD BY W. A. HALL, BELFAST
1

Ask to

see

the Belfast, Maine,

Christmas Card
Pu blished by CHARLES RHOADES and
the FRED D. JONES’ STORE.

on

CITY DRUG

STOW

A Partial List of Our Christmas

sale at

Combs

bom

$ .50

to

$1-25

Brushes

bom

2.50
1.50
.75
.50
2.50
1.50

to

to

8.00
4.00
2,50
1.00
9.00

to

3.50

Trays

from

Buffers
Nail Files
Mirrors
Puff Boxes

bom

bom
bom
Clocks
Clothes Brushes from
from
Soap Boxes
from
Toilet Sets

Jewel Cases

“Universal” Gifts
the need—and

impractical

Page & Shaw, W Pitman, Samosett, Mat
Saunders, in boxes. Have you tried a I.

hand-dipned, oldfashioned chocoi
They are great.

for 39c per lb.

MISCELLANEOUS
Crocker Fountain Pens, Hot Water Hoi
ties (both metal and rubber), Shavir
Sets, Brush and Comb Sets, Militan
Brush Sets, thermos bottes. Ferrostat
non-breakable bottles, Soaps of all kind

READ & HILLS,

aid in performing household tasks.

Post Office

■

^

Belfast,

Square,

The Blue Bird Gift Shop
E. K. BRIER COMPANY

Gifts that make a Merry Christmas
last the whole year through

Among

showing

the many fascinating gifts Miss Brier is
for the Christmas Trade appears for the

first time in Belfast the Art Work of

Central Maine Power Company
our

32 stores.

Props.
Maine

-^—

a

At any of

-.

EVERYTHING MARKED IN PLAiN FIGURES

and satisfy, rendering every

guarantee and is the best
that can be given at the price you
wish to pay.

seen

CANDY

ette Cases, Etc.

possible

by

30.00

$2.00 to $22.50, Pocket Books,
Traveling Cases, Cigar Cases, and Cigar-

Years after the vain show of some
gifts has vanished “Universal”
Electric Appliances remain to

give wisely and well is to select
gifts from the great “Universal”
line. Every product bearing the
“Universal” trademark is covered

to

to
to

the new Symphony L
Stationery, with the interlined envelop
Other Stationery from 40c to $3.50
box, in all sizes, colors and shades.

from

practical lives.

To

to

7.00
7.50
4.00
1-00

to

STATIONERY
Have you

Manicure Sets, Leather Lases in White
Ivory, Mother ot Pearl and Tortoise Jshell,

holiday sentiment with every day
usefulness.
ihey are practical
for
practical people who
things

serve

to

LEATHER GOODS

trinkets than for
“Universal” gifts which combine

live

to

of

gifts. Less hearty thanks are given
for

2.50
5.00
2.50
.75
3.50

to

Our Toilet Goods line is too extensive
enumerate.
You will find your favot
Face Powder, Talcum Powder, T
Water, Extract Cold Cream, Etc., in
cases, whether it is of foreign or dom.
make.

Picture Frames, Shoe Horns,
Perfume BottUs, Etc.

your gift
SUIT
the need is always for practical
to

bom
bom
bom

Offerings:

TOILET GOODS

WHITE IVORY

J

Joseph Bryant.
In Bangor, Dec. 7,
Drinkwater.
Mrs. Cordelia Drinkwater of Northport,
aged 87 years.
Holden.
In Westboro, Mass., Dec.
14, Mrs. Mary E. (Palmar) Holden, aged
73 years, 8 months and 217 days.
Stevens
Id Richmond, Dec. 4. Mrs.
Elvira W. Stevens of Thorndike, aged
72 years, 10 months and 3 days.

$ 1.50

DOLL

REED

Built strong, all
steel wheels with
rubber tires,

and

DIED.
Bruce In Belfast, Dec. 11, Charles
S. B.uce, aged 59 years and 8 months.
Bryant.
In Knox, Nov. 27, Mrs.

popular SPEEDAWAY self-steering
$2.75 value, our special price,
(j*| yg

>

Give Useful

£

The

1=4 OFF

I

oiV

CHBmMAS
!1 GIFTS.

'

Early Buyers

SPECIAL IN SLEDS

ALL BED BLANKETS

PERMANENCY

Edwin S. Perkins.
Benevolence Committee, Mrs. Ben. L.
Robertson, Mrs. Lulu P. Nichols, Mrs.
Edwin S. Perkins, Miss Lulu L. Smalley,
Mrs. H. J. Morris, Miss Bertha Z Hayes,
Albert L. Cuzner.
Visiting Committee, Mrs. Gertrude Stevens, Mrs. G. C. Sauer, Mrs. William
Holt, Mrs. Mayford Morris, Mrs. Linda
W. Knowlton.
Social Committee, Miss Idella Knowlton, Mrs. Earle L Talbot, Mrs. Margaret
Rogers, G. H. Robertson, William T.
Norris.
Mission Committee, Mrs. Bertha K.
Robbins, Miss Isabel Ginn, Mrs. O. E.
Frost, Miss Grace II. Hayes, Miss Amy L.
Wilson.
Sunday School Board, Chas. E. Rhoades
Gerald W. Howard, George H. Robertson,
Mayford Morr s. Miss Maude E. Mathews.

the

married!
Jones-Munro! In Boston, Nov. 28,

Extra Specials for

INVEST FOR

L/uogc

great time and expense involved in
preparing dies for forgings. Dodge Brothers, however, decided that their experimental car should be like the car they
expected to build, in every detail, so that
neither they nor the public might be
‘fooied
So they spent almost a year in
making these dies and preparing otherwise for a completely manufactured car.
As a result, when the car was built they
knew what they had and what they and
the public might expect of their products.
As a further result this first car, a though
only an “experimental job,” has rolled up
a total of more than 150,000 miles, traveling year after year under all sorts of road
conditions. This is but an illustration of
the many things unique in the history of
Dodge Brothers as manufacturers.
Public approval of their principles of
thoroughness is seen in the rapid expansion of, Dodge Brothers Works made necIn December,
essary by public demand,
1911, it was a plant of less than 20 acres.
Today Dodge Brothers Works covers 100
acres of floor space.
Iw50 pdj

since lurmture nas become recognized as one of the most
practical gifts for
Christmas giving, our whole store could almost be called one great gift
shop
Here are gift suggestions in abundance at very low prices, but come early and
make selections and we will hold until Christmas.

PURCHASE A CLARION

Maude E. Mathews.

Brothers Motor Car ever built wts made
ap exactly as a car is made in the regular ime of production. Ordinarily the
“experimental job” as the first car is
known, is built of castings because of

One Great Gift Shop

Mahogany

Treasurer, Charles II. Twombly.
Mission Treasurer, Gerald W. Howard.
Auditor, Willis B. Fletcher.
Board of Assessors, C. H. Twombly, C.
E. Rhoades, G. H. Robertson, A. K. Braley, F. E. Smyth.
Membership Committee, Mrs. Fannie M.
Robertson, Mrs. Idella D. Rich, Miss
Gladys Michaels, Miss Ella I. Smalley,

Among the interesting reports was that
of the missionary treasurer, who reported
$106fi. raised for missionary objects during the year; the Ladies Sewing Circle,
which had earned $752, which had been
contributed to church expenses, the purchase of a stove and dishes for tha kitchen and $25 to the High School Bldg. fund.
The
committee reported
Benevolence
about fifty dollars and clothing distributed
in the city, the calling committee reported 170 calls made and the missionary com
mittee reported an Easter collection for
aid of children and a distribution of tags
for clothing for the Fellowship ship which

Our Whole Store

Frederick Parsons' Museum Studios
Where

gifts

are

made for the White House.

We Enjoy Entertaining You in Our Shop

....

Spencer Corsetiere

I will be glad to call and expln
special designing service of the Sp
Rejuveno Corset and Supports. Sei
page illustrated ad. in December VV
Home Companion, page 33.

m,

MRS. ISAAC S. HILLS,
Registered Spencer Corsetiere
Belfast, R. F. D., No
17
Telephone 72-23

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our sincere thm
and appreciation to relatives, neic>
and a wide circle of friends, for kin
and assistance to us during the din'
and at the death of our mother. Ah'
the many beautiful flowers sent.
MR. and MRS. H. G. Tibbk
BENJ. B. WEST

Mr. and Mra A. F. Pendleton of Bath !
Practical Chnstmaa Gifts at H. H.
Bpending a few days with relatives in Coombs Co., Masonic Temple, High St,
Belfast and later will visit the former’s Belfast, Maine.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Pendleton of Islesboro.
Orrin J. Dickey assistant inspector gen-

Miss Thelma Clements of Freedom is

l Bin lit i sis

Just to get a chance to tell our friends as well
that we think we have in stock the
Wearing Apparel and Furnishings that we
have
shown in our store-and that is
going some!

:

Suits
Hats

eral of the Patriarchs Militant of Maine,
in Camden last week accompanied by
Capt. Gerth S. Robinson and Lieut Arthur A. Hamilton for the annual inspecion
of Canton Molyneaux.
All parents of pupils in the MeLellan
school should be interested in the exercises planned for Friday afternoon, th#
closing day before the Christmas vacation. The program will begin with Grade
I and continue in stated periods to the
highest grade, thus giving visitors a
chance to form a good idea of the entire
school.

ever

!

18.50 to 40.00
i
2.50 to
6.00
“
Caps
1.00 to
2.50
“
Suitcases
1.50 to 8 50
“
Shirts
1.15 to
6.50
Also Ties, Belts, Gloves,
Handkerchiefs,

Congratulations are extended to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Owen Emmons of Camden, formerly of this city, on the arrival
Nov. 29th of a daughter, Patricia Cook.
Mrs. Emmous was formerly Mi3S Ellie
Cook.
Chief Justice Leslie C. Cornish of the
Judicial Court Monday an
nounced the following justices for Waldo
County in 1922:
First Tuesday of January, Justice Chas. J. Deasy; third Tuesday of April, Justice George M. Hanson;
fourth Tuesday of September, Justice
Albert M. Spear.

D„„Ka!,is l&saar %5*J!gr
BERT L. DAVIS
-

Remember

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
Dinsmore Store advertises slip.
Holeproof hose and other sensible

e

X

gifts.
ebber’s Boot Shop advertises Daniel
felt slippers.

as

Waldo Trust Co. advertises the
itmas Club and publishes list of
s

tees.

k for the Belfast Christmas card at
D. Jones’ store.
Bank gives notice
ne City National
uual meeting and advertises ChristClub.
Savings
Curtis wauls washing and iron

ian

Ella F. Littlefield,
s
shes a card of thanks,

Waldo

Sta.,

Home Furnishing Co. advertises a
f Christmas things; and all heating
es at 25 per cent off.
1’. Palmer offers suggestions for
e

\

is.

id

&

Hills,

of City
partial list of

props,

publish a
offerings.

Drug
their

tmas

S. Russell offers furnished rooms at
I’henix House.
H. Coombs Co. offers practical gifts
hrist as.
Davis Sample Shop makes buggesthe Christmas shopper,
and Mrs. H. G Tibbetts and Benj.
est publish a card of thanks,
to

L. Davis tells of his line of men’s
:g apparel and furnishings,
adv. of oak beds for sale,
ph D. Southworth Co. advertises a
f goods for Christmas
i

W. Clark & Co. offers gifts for

:ry

boy.
in J. Dickey offers wood lot also
ur

and desk for sale.
rge

Luce has

cows

and heifers for

Colonial Theatre publishes picture
am.

Jones gives invitation to his

(1 D.
Claus headquarters.

Pennell of Portland deputy
j! weights and measure, was in the
■cently on official business.
S.

Keen’s orchestra will furnish music
remainder of the series of dances
Belfast Dancing Club. On account
ler social functions the next of the
will be given Dec. 22nd.
Belle L. Cates plans to close her
Xig factory on Field street in the
ige Hall, and take two months va-!
She has been working on con-'
for sheepskin coats and macki-

his cotttnge “Nutshell" to Mr. and Mrs. A.
P. Stevens of New York City for next

Plans for the Christmas tree under the
his ! direction of Mr. Foster’s class, at the
Baptist church, are weii underway. An
effort is being made to reach children
A- Dinforth
entertained who otherwise
last Thursday
would not be remembered.
A chicken sup
evening.
per was served at 6 p.
Uie committee if you know
m„ when covers Kindly notify
were laid
of such. If you wish to assist in this
for twenty at a
prettily an
pointed table. The evening was
good work with candy, toys or money,
spent
KOinB to Nlrs R°se please notify George H. Robertson or B
F
L. Robertson, Tel. 305 11
Mrs. Cioldie W. Warren
ii
f
G j
1 arker Cook and
Merton Minot.
The stated meeting of Primrose ChapAccording to current items in the Bos- ter, No. 152, O. E. S., will be held on
ton daily papers the
handsome young Friday evening, Dec 16th, when the
trotting horse Josephine Sharp, owned ! chapter will be inspected by the Grand
by Ernest P. P,Per of this city, will
Matron, Miss Mabel J. DeShon of Portap
land. Arbutus Chap or of Liberty and
pear on the Gran I Circuit next
season if
she winters well. She is at
Rosewood Chapter of Searsmont will be
the Piper
farm and is in fine condition
guests of the evening. A reception to
regardless of
the Grand Matron will be given at 6 P
her work last season.
M. Supper will be served at 6 30.
DeMaurice D. Towle, who recently
bought grees will be conferred.
what is known as the stock farm
in East
Principal Harry A. Foster accompanied
Belfast, near Patterson’s Point one of the
most picturesque locations on the
Etward Martin, Kermit Nickerson,
coast, by
plans to build in the early spring. With William Cook, Haiold Kelley, Marion
Mrs. Towle he was in Bangor last Thurs- Rhoades, David Moody, Robert Condon,
day and Friday in consultation with an ! Thomas Wadsworlh, Paul Davis, Wesley
architect in regard to plans.
; Patterson, all members of the B. H. S
attended the sessions of the Maine Y. M.
The Saco Valley Canning
Company’s C. A. in Lewiston returning home Moulocal plant on upper High street has |
i day night. The school contributed oneclosed a very successful season under the
half of the expense. There were about
direction of Arthur L. Rondeau. They
4C0 Maine young men present and the
have put up 350,000 cans of
corn, 60.000 ; Belfast boys enjoyed the privilege of atcans of beans and have used
7,000 barrels tending.
of apples in putting up
140,000 cans and
A. E. Clark Camp and its Auxiliary
making 200,000 gallons of cider vinegar.
They have sold their entire output and all 1 completely surprisec one of their membut two cars have been shipped.
The bers, Frank O. Whiting, at his home on
goods for these cars are crated and wait- ; Congress street last Saturday evening.
The occasion was his sixtieth birthday
ing for transportation facilities.
and the birthday cake had the requisite
Charles R. Decrow has bought the j
number of candi s.
The evening was
Water
Highland Spring
business of Capt. spent socially and with music. Allen i).
J. Woodbury Burgess of East Belfast. Mr.
Webber in behalf of the Camp and Mis.
Burgess wfts obliged to sell on account of Jesse H Webber for the Auxiliary
pre
ill health.
He will be missed by his many sented the
completely surprised member
customers as he was alway cheery and with useful
gifts for which he gratefu'ly
pleasant and had worked up a large busi- responded.
ness
Mr. Decrow resigned Saturday as
At the regular meeting of Canton Pallas,
chauffeur for Mr. J. W\ Blaisdell
He is
P. M., I O O. F. last Wednesday evena fine young man and his many friends
are pleased to know that he will remain in
ing, the following officers were elected
Belfast.
Mr. Burgess’ only vacation in !fir the ensuing year. Captain, Arthur
the past twenty years was when ill and A. Hamilton; lieutenant, Thomas E. Bow; ker; ensign, James D. Staples; clerk,Orrin
that was seldom.
J. Dinkey; accountant, Ralph H Howes,
The buildings on the Eugene M. Thomas
Capt. Harold B. Robinson was elected the
the
on
Lincolnville
road
in
Belmont
place
installing officer and the installation will
were entirely
destroyed by fire last Sat- ! take place at the regular meeting in Januurday evening. The house was fully fur- ary. The committee on supper for the
nished and only a part of the furniture j next
meeting which will he a special held
was
saved. The machinery from the on
Wednesday evening, December 21st,
Eugene Mahoney ranch nearby was stored will be Arthur A. Hamilton, Wro. L Cook
in the basement and w’as also destroyed. and Gerth S. 1 obiuson. The
newly electThere were fifty tons of hay burned in the ed officers were made a committee on the
barn. The buildings were closed as the annual ball which will
probably be held
farm was operated by Eugene Mahoney of
during the month of January.
Medford, Mass. There was only a small
insurance. The cause is said to be careless
smoking as only about half an hour before
workmen were hauling hay from the
barn.
at

thF»hvdSMhe

j

l'he ladies of the Baptist church did not
only equal their usual reputation for providing excellent suppers at the vestry
Wednesday evening iu connection with
their annual Christmas sale, but added

..neth Foster of Farmington, N. H.,
:11 clerk on the Belfast-Burnham run
J L. Palmer is taking a week’s !
Ou
new laurels to their many successes.
W. T. Norris has been asion.
account of several other public and semito this run as special sub-clerk
public affairs it was feared the attend
n Dec. 21 to 24 inclusive.
be small, but it was the
auce would
ton Hills is remodelling what was largest in recent years, as 222 tickets
-rly the Fred D. Jones storehouse on were collected at the tables and this did
There was au
he not include the waiters
rose street into a lumber mill,
and the
tailing planes and other machinery abundance of most delicious food
tables were attractive with bouquets of
.as a large amount of lumber on the
l ater he plans to make an addition yellow chrysanthemums. The net proceeds of the supper and sales were about
tie building.
*205
Manager Walter H. Clifford entere Universalist League will meet in
tained the attaches of the Colonial Theaestry Sa urday afternoon at2.30. A tre at the supper having a table reserved
Port of the bazaar will be given and for them.
K done for the Christmas tree at the
r » Home.
The Lea-ue extends thanks
Selwyn Thompson, chairman for Waldo
those who so generously and willingly county of the Woodrow Wilson Foundaga. e their services or in any wav assisted tion, has appointed the following men as
making the comedy “All Aboard” a chairmen of the different towns in Waldo
wonderful success.
county for the Woodrow Wilson Founda-rratine Tribe of Red Men and Osceola tion: Belfast, Maurice W Lord; Belmont,
cil held a most enjoyable and the F. A. Marriner; Brooks, W. O. Estes;
of a series of union meetings at their Burnham, Fred C. McAllister; Frankfort,
C. P. Hutchingwam last Friday evening. A delicious Frank L. Tyler; Freedom,
sapper was served at 6.30 p. m. with Mrs. son; Islesboro, Ernest Sprague; Jackson,
Stella A. Young, past Great Pocahontas, C. C. Roberts; Rnox, M. N Swett; Lib
Lincolnville, A.H
i' rnairman of a
very efficient committee. erty. Albert Skidmore;
Montentertainment committee, Arthur Miller; Monroe, Walter Twombly;
A. N.
S’evens chairman, presented the enter- ville, M. M. Wentworth; Morrill,
O. Dickey; Paler'■mning program: musical selections by Leonard; Northport. C.
Clifton
Hart, George Paige, Robert Rnowl- mo, C. \. Phillips; Prospect, SearsEarl Hammons and Merle Anr.is with Eames; Searsmont, Charles Brown;
Ethel Pettee accompanist; several port, John Sullivan; Stockton Springs,
A. W. Damn);
ations by Walter J. 1 lifford, ijome in Alvali C. Treat; Swanvilie,
F. L
-alert were also greatly enjoyed. The Thorndike, Peter Harmon; Troy,
Whitehou e;
C.
F.
if he evening was devoted to dancing Cunningham; Unity,
Ira
^
ihe members are looking forward to a
Waldo, R S. Littlefield; Winterport,
by MauPeasant and profitable season as twelve White. Those already appointed
!-ave recently united with the orders and rice W. Lord as members ot the Belfast
Thomas W. Lothrop,
are:
"-ire are to follow; William J. Gordon as committee
Black. Hon. K
“Diet deputy iB receiving the cordial Frank I. Wilson, Roscoe
treasurer
‘"Pport of all as he is very popular among F. Dunton has been appointed
"
Remittances throughs boys who have
pledged him their sup- ! for Waldo county.
him.
out the county should be made to
port.

|

|

from

a

meeting.
A special from Augusta under date of
Dec. 7th gives the following particulars

of the McCorrison-Prescott Motor Comat
Belfast to
pany recently organized
conduct a general automobile and motor
business in all its branches:
“The capital stock is $50,000, ail of
which is common stock; nothing paid in;
par value, $100; shares subscribed, three;
directors, Henry C. McCorrison (president), Brunswick; Nellie M. Gupti'l
(treasurer); L. Ernest Thornton (clerk),
Belfast.”
The rehearsals of Sing a Song of
! Sleepyhead, the Christmas play to be
given in connection with the annna)
I saie of the North Church Circle and
Guild iu Memorial hall, Thursday, Dec.
22nd, indicates a pretty and appropriate
The parts are assigned as follows:
j play.
i Sleepyhead, Robert Johnson; Sand man,
Elmer Orchard; Captain Kidd, Arthur
Wassan; Bluebeard, Edwin Clifford; MarI gery Daw, Anne Cooper; Miss Muffet,
Charlotte uooper; Topsy, Elizabeth Dun
bar; Orphan Annie, Rebecca Holmes;
Boy Blue, Prescott Ferguson; Tom Tucker, Alfred Ferguson; Jack Horner, Peter
i Slugg; Piper’s Tom, Hugh Davis; Baby
I Bunting, Ruth Follett; Cinderella, Alice
The
Brown; Scribe, Isabel Coombs.
| grown up parts are taken by the followElena
Miss
children:
Question
Mark,
ing
*
Shute; Old Woman, Laura Beady; Santa
Mother of
Kenneth
Thurlow;
Claus,
|
Sleepyhead, Eunice Ames.

|

In a personal note from Dayton, Ohio,
under date of Dec. 7th, Capt. Albert W.
: Stevens says: “lam scheduled to give an
! illustrated lecture before the Appalachian Mountain Club and Aero Club of
; Massachusetts in Huntington Hall, Bos
I am
9th.
! ton, Friday evening, Dec.
|1 leaving tomorrow for Boston. Wish I
could get. the additio al time to go to
Maine, also, but must come hack immeThis
I diately by way of Rochester, N Y
was all arranged by the Chief of Air Servic at the request of the above named
organizations, so “yours truly” has no
choice in the matter.” The Boston Globe
of Saturday, says:
“Capt. Albert W. Stevens of the Unit
ed States Army Air Service entertained a
large audience last night \yith an illustrated address on “The White Mountains
from the Air,” given in Huntington
Hall by the Appalachian Mountain Club
and the Aero Ciub of Massachusetts.
Capt. Stevens showed plates of the newest devices on air cameras used in photography at high altitudes and on fast
H. P. Kelsey premoving airplanes.
sided.”
Practical Christmas Gifts at H. H.
! Coombs Co., Masonic Temple, High St.,
Belfast, Maine.

experienced
THE
like to receive

a

or

a

boy

shopper

knows that most men
Christmas gift from the store

that offers the community good clothes-appearance
as expressed in Kuppenheimer Good Clothes; the
style center of this locality—and therefore the logical buying center for men’s holiday merchandise.

SUGGESTIONS FOR HIS GIFT:
SILK SHIRTS

SUSPENDERS

ARMY STYLE PANTS

GLOVES

BATH ROBES

UNDERWEAR

NECKWEAR

SILK HOSIERY
AUTO GLOVES

BOYS’ BLOUSES
CAPS AND HATS

MUFFLERS

BELTS

BOX OF COLLARS

LUGGAGE

SWEATERS

SHIRT JEWELRY

MACKINAWS

SILK ARMBANDS

PAJAMAS

FLANNEL SHIRTS

the

special window exhibits

Kuppenheimer good clothes

SUGGESTIONS

D*

Men’s Coats

with or

without

collars,

and Children.

Wool, with, and without
and without elox, Ladles’

elox, Men’s Cotton, Ladlss’ Silk, with
Wool, with and without elox, Ladles’ Cotton.
LADIES COATS—Ladles’ Tuxedos, Ladlss’ Pullovers.
MEk’S SHIRTS-Hathaways, $1.75 to $3.00, Earle ft Wilson’s, $2 to $8TIES -SOo, 75c, S1.00. No-RIn-Kel, $1.60.
MEh’3 SCARFS IN SILK OR WOOL. SUSPENDERS IN HOLIDAY PACKAGES
HANDKERCHIEFS—Men’s Initial and Plain, a few Linen. Ladies’ Hand-

Embroidered. Ladles’ Linen.
UMBRELLAS—MEN’S, LADiES’ and CHILDREN

JONES’

BELFAST, MAINE

lent Christmas Gifts

New Merchandise
More

new

merchandise

keeps arriving almost every
and it will not be possible for us to
advertise it in
time for your buying, so just come in
every dav
* and
look around. Terms, Cash.
day

h. h. coon BS CO.

Masonic

Temple.

High Street,

Be

fast, Maine

You can’t make a mistake here; we handle only
the best of
everything,
sell at the lowest prices’
and guarantee satisfaction

or

IN SILK AND GLORIA.

money bade.

Get out your pencil and
check over this list of

gift suggestions.

Dress Shirts
Flannel Shirts

Bathrobes

Mufflers

Pajamas

Hats & Caps
Urn Sue] las

Sweaters
Hosiery
Wearplus Neckwear
and

Overcoats

*

The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Cloches

12 Main Street

Tel. 67-2

*

Belfast, Maine

Sewer Construction

DO NOT FORGET

WHEREAS, The City of Belfast, in the
of Maine, has
County of Waldo and State
constructed and completed a common sewer
is as folin said City, the location of which
Iowb, to wit:
AND
STREET
SECTION ON MAIN
BELMONT AVENUE,
commencing at the end of the existing sewer
of Dexon Main street, opposite the property
ter A Clements, thence southw sterly along
said

Street and

Main

Belmont Avenue

That you

Commencing at the end of the

sewer

cordially invited to join the Irrgest

In Belfast. We have paid out t* is
year

to a

Waldo Trust

opposite

continu
the land of JesBe E. Staples, thence
to a
ing along said High Street Northwesterly
Dutch.
E
of Altana
point opposite the land
to the system of
according
Said sewer Dtiog
said City,
Parks & Wheeler and accepted by
H P. Furrow.
and further shown by s etch of
the construction
of
in
charge
Civil Engineer
filed herewith
of said sewer, said sketch being
and
And whereas the expense of c instructing
amount to nine
completing said common sewer
cents
in
twelve
and
hundred forty six dollars
Avenue
the case of the Main Street-Belmont
construction, and four hundred eighty one
in the case of
dollars and eighty-seven cents
whereas
the High Street construction and
have been
land
certain lots and pa cels of
there- <
now,
sewer,
common
said
benefitted by
officers of
fore we the undersigned municipal
that
the
determine
do
said City of Belfast,
in
several lots and parcels of land described
said
the following schedule are benefitted by
set
amount
the
opposite
to
common sewer
estieach lot or parcel of land, and do hereby
of
mate and assess upon^such lots and parcels
or the
owner
thereof,
the
land, and against
whom the
person in possession, or against
his
taxes are assessed, the Bum set opposite
toward dename in the following schedule,
said
of constructing
the

fraying

are

and

original

CHRISTMAS CLUB

cf estate of Charles A,
point opposite the land
Brown to a man hole.
SECTION ON HIGH STREET,

over

$15,000

Company

BELFAST
BROOKS

CASTINE

UNITY

T. S. Naturally we did not mention
that the ChriVmas
Clubs starts Dec. 19th. for we feel that about
everyone
Belfast is anxiously waiting for that
day so asto'ioin n
this splendid method of saving for
Christmas.

fn

CARD OF THANKS

For Sale

I wish to thank relatives, neighbors and
PARLOR STOVE, coal-lined, and large 1 many friends, who kindly assisted me in
I'LAI lOP DESK for sale at bargain the late bereavement of tne death of
my
prices. Apply to
sister, and for the many beautiful flowers
sent to the funeral.
ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Real Estate and Insurance,
Miss Ella F. Littlefield
2w50
Waldo Station, Me Dec. 12, 1921
Belfast, Maine

expenses
to wit;

common sewer,

MAIN

STREET-BELMONT AVENUE.

Charles A. Brown est.•••■■*42
W. O. Folsom Estate. 60
W. H. Snow Heirs. 60
Fred E. Ellis. 60
A. G. Jewett heirs.. 42
Fred L. Howard. g6
42
Fred L. Howard.
Fred W. Bailey. 42
21
Dexter T. Clements.

ALL

60
00
00
00
50
00
60
60
15

Heating

STREET.

Gertrude P. Bunker.$46
Walter A, Clements. 46
Harriet A. Bray. 66
Altana E. Dutch. 46
McLellan School. 46

Municipal

00
00
00
00
00

Stoves

Officers of the

City

COAL OR WOOD

of Belfast.

of Municipal Officers,
Belfast, Maine, December 12, 1921.
Upon the foregoing assessments it is hereby ordered that a hearing be had Monday,
January 16, in the year of our Lord one tnousand nine hundred and twenty-two at 7 o’clock,
P, M., at the Aldermen’s Room in said City,
and that the City Clerk give notice to each
person interested, as required by Section 6,

In Board

Chapter

C. W. WESCOTT,
R. L COOPER,
V. A. SIMMONS,
J. B. DARLING,
Offi

;ers

of the

City of Belfast.

A true copy of the assessment and of the
order of the Municipal Officers thereon.
Attest:
CH AS. S. BICKFORD.

City Clerk,

The

125%
For

22 of the Revised Statutes.

Municipal

ROBES—Men’s, Ladles’

many

Ralph D. Southworth Company

For Xmas.
Pullovers,

busy place these days just because we
practical things that make excel-

a

Dated at Belfast, this twelfth day of December, A. D. 1921.
C. W. WESCOTT,
R L. COOPER.
V. A. SIMMONS,
J B DARLING,

Harry W. Clark & Co.
—the house of

so

Hart, Schaffner & Marx Suits

HIGH

GARTERS

—see

Gloves
Neckwear
Handkerchiefs

HOSE -Men’s Silk, with and without elox. Men’s

FRED

SLUGG

j

man’s store for
man

BATH

Headquarters

L.
H.
W.
H

showing

are

li7’E’RE here to help
you select the right
kind of presents for the
men folks; not just to sell
you something. Whether
you buy here or not, we’ll
be glad to have you come
and talk over your gift
problems with us.

of the North Church will be guests at this

Men’s Knit Vests.

Santa Claus

M.
H.
O.
R

Our store is

A Gift Service That Women Like

GIFTS

SWEATERS—Men’s

COME TO

held Nov, 15, 1921, have qualified as required by law:
J. W. BI.AISDELL
JAS J CLEMENT
C. R. COOMBS
W. J. DORMAN
WM. FAR WELL
WM. H HALL
JAS. H. HOWES
A. E. KILGORE

FORSALE

summer.

Capt. Asa Turner is
seriously ill
home near upper High street.

The
at'the
Annual Meeting of the Waldo Trust Co.

STEVENS
Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore entertained the
TAPLEY
Saturday Auction Club at her home on
DUNBAR
Church street last Friday evening. The
Treasurer
prizes were won by Mrs. Wm. H. Hall,
who received a set of Japanese bridge
table markers, Mrs. Morris L. Slugg, a
pack of cards; while Mrs. H. H. Stevens
was consoled by the three wise monkeys.
SEVERAL COWS AND HEIFERS.
The H. NJ T. C. Club was entertained The hostess was assisted by Mrs. Norman
Will sell at once for cash.
last Thursday evening by Mrs. Lillian M. A. Read in serving light refreshments
Bargain
prices. Inquire of
Small at the home of Dr. F. C. Small. after the game.
GEORGE LUCE,
The prize winners were Miss Carrie NewMrs. J W. Blaisdell will be hostess of
112 Upper High St., Belfast
comb and Mrs. Delia Hallowell.
Re- the Unitarian Women’s Alliance at her
freshments were served by the hostess, home, Georgian Hall, this, Thursday,
assisted by Mrs. Hallowell.
[1 afternoon. The Unitarian religious news
be given by Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore.
Orrin J. Dickey reports an active in* will
The speaker of the afternoon will be Dr.
\ quiry for cottages aud cottage property, ! A. L. T.
Cummings of the University of
already, for another summer. From this Maine, who
is very well and favorably
he predicts a busier summer season in 1922 ]
! known in Belfast, where he frequently
than any past record.
This week he has
rented for E. R. Conner of Northport, 1 visits. His subject will be the "French
Canadian and His Dialect,” The women
Supreme

Combination Boxes, Etc., Etc.

i'he News ot Belfast

BELFAST, MAINE
following Trustees elected

B. H. MUDGETT
R. D. Southworth
E. D. TAPLEY
Norman H White

The Progressive Store

CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS

was

Chamber of Commerce summer visitors
committee at its annual meeting, has announced the following assistants: Ralph
A. Bramhall, James H. Howes, Norman
A. Read and Morris L Slugg.

“

The Store You Will Always

season.

W. R. Howard, elected chairman of the

$25.00 to $40 00

“

are

H. Coombs Co. store

Thomas H. Marshall Circle requests all
members to be present next Tuesday
afternoon to act on import int business.

T„“t*fa. TmS

Overcoats trom

clerking in the H.
during the holiday

City National Bank
of Belfast.

Furnished Rooms
Heated and clean, reasonable rates.
management at the Phoenix House.

New

R. S. RUSSELL

lw&Opd

Quick Sale

Warm weather has left ns with a few sample coal and
wood heaters. Rather than carry them into ano'her
season we will take our loss.
You will need one before the winter is over. Why not come today before
it is tco late and save 25%.
Air

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the City National Bank of Belfast
for the choice of directors and the transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them, will be held at
their banking rooms on Tuesday, January
10, 1922, at 10 o’clock a. m.
C. W. WESCOTT, President
Belfast, Dec. 8, 1921.—4.va0

off

Tight Heaters

Perfection Oil Heaters

$35.00 Glenwood Coal Heaters
5500

.•

49.00

“

Home

Wood

“

Furnishing

Crawford and Glenwood

9Q
4 gg
26 25

41.25
23 75

Co.

Ranges.

mm iHADE
STEADILY GAINS

SO MANY PEOPLE
ME HERVOUS

Banker Shows How Central Eu-

“Fruit-a-tives” the Greatest
ct alt Nerve Remedies

Recovering From

The increase in the number of
persons suffering from Nervousness is
world-wide; due, in a measure, to the

Effect of Foreign Markets on Business
Situation in This Country Recalls

reaction

The

nerves

and the! blood

are

so

vitally,

connected that

the condition of one is

bpundto affect

intimately,

so

the condition of the other. ,lf the
blood is laden with impurities, it is
to

impossible

sjrong,

have

steady

nerves.

The first essential in treating nervous
troubles is to purify and enrich the blood
This, “FR VIT-A TIVES” will do.
“FT!UIT-A-TIVES”stimulates the
bowels, kidneys and skin and purifies
the blood. “Fruit-a-tives” improves
appetite and digestion and insures
food being properly digested, thus
enabling thebloodiocarry wholesome
nourishment to bm'a up the body,

particularly

Days Following
Wars in

Other

TRACKAGE

Great

History.

.-—A genBoston, Mass., December,
eral improvement in foreign tirade conditions lias been noted with approval
throughout New England and the Atlantic seaboard states during the past
Chief among the events of

week.

financial interest in Hie last seven days
has beep the announcement in Boston
and Wall Street circles of an American
publishing house soon to be established
at Prague, Czechoslovakia, and the
Issue of a municipal loui. of the City
of Warsaw in five per cent Improvement bonds totaling one billion marks.
The bonds are secured by Warsaw City

the nerves.

Men and women who take “Fruita-tives” for some form of nervous-

March Now

Senator

in its action.

box,

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

in Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears

Signature

President

Socialism

on

IFrom E. W. Howe’s Monthly.)
California is a delightful place, but
half fools and half wise men live
there than in any other State in the
Union. I rarely open my mail without,
finding a letter from another gentleman
who wishes to argue with me, although
everyone knows that what we need now
is not more argumeot, but inore work.
My latest correspondent, from California says: “You say, ‘Let the men set the
'.-fashion of more industry, etc.’ With five
million now denied the opportunity to
work by your pet capitalistic system,
what can they do? Do not sidestep the
question which I am about to ask, which
is this: W hy are five million men idle who
desire employment, and must have it to
exist in a decent and comfortable manner?
It the Socialists nave not the answer, as
you persist in claiming, please favor us
with the correct one.
Also tell us what
should be done.”
Iu the first place, it is disgraceful for
any grown man to ask the question: “Why
are five million men idle who desire employment?1’ The reason is as plain as the
sun h’ noonday: we are suffering the nat
urai eonaeqnericfs of a long period of in"Sitioii and extravagancy Nenause of the
more

war, and are slowly adjusting ourselve3 to I
conditions No party, no government,
can supply a remedy:
every man must supply uis fwn. J have lived a long time,
and never once, when out pf work, has
new

lodge,

my

patty,

my

government,

and

are

thatjmany,

which

1q the second place, it is i,lso disgraceful for a grown naan of average intelligence
to say that the capitalists deny idle men
opportunity to work. If capitalists own a
factory, and orders for its products cannot
be had, it is an absurdity to claim, much
less believe, that the factory is shut down
to deny the workmen opportunity to earn
knows better
a living.
My
It is a favoritejsocialist arguthan that
ment, tut it is never tru& it is silly to
argue about it. When a factory has plenty
of orders at profitable pricjis, it is silly to
say its owneru shut down for the pleasure
pf throwing its workman out of employment.
Capitalists love to employ great
gangs of men, and boast about itio advertisements in the Saturday Evening Post:
it is humiliating to them to be compelled
to close down, and employ only watchTo argue that
men, who earn nothing.
capitalists love to close their factories,
and earn nothing, is to deny their greed,
which no socialist denies.
Like other men, I set a, high value on
I think I should have
my own services.
ten, twenty, fifty, a hundred dollars a
day. But if I can’t get tea dollars a day,
I’ll work for five; if I carj’t get five, I’ll

correspondent

work for two.
j
Tou may say 1 can’t live on two dolI know a maji very well who
lars a day.
keeps an accurate account of his expenHe rents a six roum house with
ses.
He keeps a
bath, electric light and gjs.
He 4ccasionally enhorse and buggy
tertains company; I ate b very good dinBoth he
ner at his house last Sifuday.
and his wife dress fairly well. This
a
man s expenses for
considerable period
I
this year averaged $571 per month.
.'be true; the man
to
statement
this
know
is economical and so is his wife, but they
live well on $57 a month. The man
hasn’t regular employment, but is living
As I say above, I know
on his savings.
him well, and have known him a long
time. He never in his life had a job that
paid him an average of more than five
Yet
dollars a day, year in and year out.
he was able, in the days of his activity,

to lay aside something.
Every time I seat myself comfortably
to read, I soon encounter a statement
that “a gigantic social experiment is being worked out in Russia.”
The statement isn’t true; what is going
social
on in Russia is revolution against
It is an attempt of idle men

experience.

to live as comfortably as industrious
diiiukards demandmen, of thieves and
and soing the respect accorded honest
ber men; of fools trying'to show they are
the real wise men of the w rid.

Tempted

to

Cuss.

Clergyman—I brought back the second-

try.—Detroit

Thomas

E.

Watson

of

ar

men

making the

rapid

municipal bonds.

Chandler M. Wood,
of the Metropolitan Trust
Company of Boston, Mrss., has just
issued an analyst
of foreign investment markets which Is looked ,.pon as
n real asset to Americans contemplat-

president

debate In the senate:
“How many senators know that
a private soldier was frequently shot
by his officers because of some complaint against officers’ insolence; and
that they had gallows upon which men
were hanged, day after day, without
court-martial or any other form of
trial? How many senators know that?
I had and have the photograph of one
of those gallows, upon which 21 white
boys lmd already been executed at
sunrise
when the photograph was
taken; and there were others waiting
in the camp jails to be hanged morning after morning."
Senator Wadsworth of New York,
chairman of the military nffairs committee, demanded that Senator Watson
appear before that committee and substantiate Ills statements.
The Georglan replied he defied file “demand."
He would debate it out in
tiie senate. He intimated that he had no confidence in the committee and
that his witnesses would be in danger. After debate a special committee was
appointed to investigate the charges: Brandegee of Connecticut, Ernst of
Kentucky, Wills of Ohio, Overman of North Carolina and Shields of Tennessee.
General Persldng made a statement declaring the Watson charges to he
“without foundation."
The Georgian warned Pershing that a general who
called a senator a liar could lie called before the senate and reprimanded.
After more dehate, extending over several days, the situation was apparently
straightened out so that Senator Watson will go before the special committee.

ing foreign purchases.
“Attractive investments in foreign
municipal bonds, well secured by city
properties, are offered the American
public today at prices they cannot hope
to duplicate for two or three generations,” Mr, Wood declared, "In considering the question of the financial
recovery of foreign countries, It is well
to look Into the per capita debt of the
different nations.

Tin following table
up the situation at u glance:
Poland .$ 13.0Q
..

United States.

Russia
Belgium
Italy

..

Mr. Hull is a lawyer and a former
He was a member of congress
from the Sixtieth to Sixty-sixth con-

340.00
500.00

judge.

He is a Spanish-American
gresses.
He has
veteran and is unmarried.
been a member of the national comThe new chairmittee eight years.
man’s policies are briefly outlined in
the following statement:

020.00
1185 00

France.
“Poland has a sound equitable basis
of long term credit to offer American

Interests

in this

country."

Improving Railway Systems
Colonel A. B. Barber, an American
who has been acting as the technical
adviser for Poland for the past year,
has .iust made a report concerning the
expansion of Poland's railway system,
which has had much to do with tlia
hecent interest of this Cotlhtr. in the

financial recovery of Poland,
‘‘The Ministry of Transportation and
Communication and the Ministry of
War of the Republic f Poland are laying out a big progrh'rii of railroad communication which will become a vital
factor In International trade," Colonel
Barber declared. “Poland has laid out
a program of transpo tation which Includes three main tusks—first, changing to a standard gauge; second, the
connecting up of various lines In Russian Poland with the lines in Galicia
and Poznan, and lastly, the building of
additional lines to connect the main
cities of Poland.”
■

Romance of \Ajars

Back of the renewed industrial activity of these nations of Central Europe
lies the romance which is always a
part of all historic wars—that of the
way great fortunes have been made
through the buying and selling of securities of war stricken countries.
The colossal Influence of the Rothschild hanking house dates from the
battle of Waterloo.
Meyer Rothschild
was
nearby when the famous battle
Those were days bewas fought.
fore telegraph, cables or fast ships,
At the risk of his life he crossed the
English channel and purchased largt
quantities of bonds made almosl
worthless by' the news of Blucher’i
*
When the bonds were sem
defeat.
skyrocketing by the favorable news o:
England’s victory, the house of Roths
liild made a fortune.

j

CATARRHAL DEAFNESS

greatly relieved by constitutional treatHALL’S CATARRH MEDICINE
ment
Catarrhal
is a constitutional remedy.
Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect
hearing, and when it is entirely closed,

Its

Unless the inDeafness is the result.
flammation can be reduced, your hearing
HALL’S
forever.
be
destroyed
may
CATARRH MEDICINE acts through the
blood on the mucous surfaces of the system, thus reducing the inflammation and
assisting Nature in restoring normal con-

per*

*

What is CASTORIA

c
Castoria
is a harmless substitute for Castor
Oil, Paregoric
Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains
neither Opium, Morphine nor other
narcotic substance.
Its
age is its guarantee. For more than
thirty years it has
been m constant use for the relief of
Constipation, Flatulency,
Wind Colic and
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverismess arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
assimilation of Food;
giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Chilarea s Comfort —The
Mother’s Friend.

GENUINE

“The first step in administering
the affairs of the committee will be
to pay off the present indebtedness
and create a good atmosphere in
We shall try to pay all debts at an early (late.
which to work.
national
“We shall make every possible effort to develop the Democratic
our power.”
committee into ihe most militant and efficient organization within

The Kind You Have
a,_TH_g_C^NTAUR

Macnider, American Legion

Victors
many a
sharp struggle
against serious developments.

a volunteer nurse in remote sort ions has given heartfelt praise to this grand old
anodyne. I ts timely use insures

Many

speed y relief and safet y against
compilations. Generation
aft regeneration of happy users
have proved it to be the greatest. of all family remedies for
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
Grippe, Cramps, Colic, Chills,
Strains, Cuts, Burns, Etc.

bush
Beans, pea,

Beans, y.
butter,
Cheese,

SQUEEZED |
TO DEATH
tVhen the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful it
is usually an indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

noius

me

e.,

Duck,
Eggs,

Fowl,
Geese,

Army Surplus Yarn
79c Per Pound
Yarn 100 per cent, wool grey,
twisted (not fluffy), a fine yai for
socks, in skeins, 79c a pound. This yarn
could be used in double strands for s
ers.
We pay Parcel Post on 2 or
pounds. U. S. Regulation Heavy
Socks, sizes 10 to 11 1-2, $4.00 per
39c a pair. R. R. LAMPORT, Sales :
rector Army Surplus Supplies, 27 Tea :*•
Street, Portland, Maine.

firmly

j
I

#SS2l@t
Guaranteed

colas

are

cause

of

$25 00
20
20
Mutton,
1 00
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
12
Straw, 15 00a20 00
2fia32
Turkey,
16al8
Veal,
Wood, hard, 11 00
8 00
Wood, soft,

| Lamb,
!

:

At a Fri bate Court, held at Belfast,
and for the County of Waldo, on the
of November, A. D. 1921.
Luia A Cushman, widow ar.d heir-a:
the estate of t hester B. Cushman,
Montville, iu said County of Waldo, dr

having presented

to

80
80
35
Cheese,
2 65
Cotton seed,
25
Cranberries,
Clover seed, 32a35
10 00a 13 50
Flour,
5 00
Ff. G. seed,
18
Lard,

Ordered, That the said petitioner gi\
all persons interested by causing

this order to be

2 20
Lime,
62
Oats,
5
Oat Meal,
8
Onions,
20a21
Oil, kerosene,

8
19
7
Rye meal,
1 50
Shorts,
7
Sugar,
Salt, T. 1., bus. 1 25
Sweet potatoes,
5

Pollock,
Pork,

ADMINISTRATOR’S

the usual
Pneumonia.

effective

Influenza.

W1N1EK

SlhtLlTE
BELFAST

Bangor Mondays, and Thursdays at
11 a. m., Winterport 1145 a. m. .Buckspcrt,
12 30 p. m., Belfast 2 p. m for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays, and Fridays at 5 p.m. Leave Rockland Wednesdays
and Saturdays, 5 a m„ Camden 5 45 a. m., Belfast 7.15 a. m, for Bncksport, Winterport and
Leave

Bangor.
At Boston cornection is made via the Metopolitan Line express freight steamers for
New York and points South and West.

GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent.
Belfast, Maine.

We Are Good Buyers
.o bid on your furniture or anything
lave to sell.
Drop postal or call.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. Th
BCriner hereby gives notice that she
the
duly appointed administrator of
v
JOHN L. CRIE, late of Searamont,
t
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons laving
ihe law directs
the estate of said deceased ar
against
to present

the

debted thereto
immediately.

luimniug

rations.
Distinguished Service Cross and oue duster, Chevuliei de Legion
and one silver
d'Honneur, Croix de Guerre (five citations, five palms, one fold
star) and the Italian war cross.
Macnider was elected commander of the Iowa department of the Legiou
of Mason
in Septemlier and lias been commander of the Clausen Worden post
in
City. His name was put forward for national commander at Minneapolis
has been a
1919 and in the balloting he stood next to Franklin D'OIier. He
exponent of adjusted compensation for all ex-service men.

vigorous

Charles R. Coomhs
YOUNG WOMEN WANTED

Bos*
First Class Passenger Fares,

$36.65 ^$67

We Buy Raw Furs
collecat top market prices. Bring your
tion in, Trade face to face and get your
money on the spot.

PORTLAND

$51-28
SB? $95.25

fr-rillii

MUM

Money

Furnished Rent

have of selling Hyomoi, a guaranteed
treatment for catarrh. Money back if it
•ila.

rates

f Mtaiwil

FSMniMBIGG6nE*CMK

on

most

magazines

ordered.
Mrs.
write
Busse,
or
Telephone
135-14, 21 Union St., Belfast.

when two

$78 33

Including meala anu aiatt*rouui
accommodat ions
War Tar s* additional

hi——iw—rn—

give

Don’t Waste

&“y $42.8«

13t45

Wanted

duced

|

RENDERING CO.,

Portland, Maine.

IF

It is a unique way A. A. Ho we? & Co.

lojacKson

To St. Petersburg

The intermediate school, Mrs. Ham(
teacher, gave a very creditable en ertainFor family of two, no children. Apply to
evening,
Bert Carter haa moved his family to Troy ment ini O O F. hall, Friday
portunity
after
consisting of recitals and singing
P. 0. Box 2, Belfast, Maine.
ing conditions. Transportation advanced.
Guy Hunt of Newport was a recent vis- which games were played.
For further information communicate at
itor at hia boyhood home.
The remains of the late Aaron Perkins once with Max H. Golden, 102 Exchange
you wish to be sure your
4*tf
Mrs Hazel Salford of Lo? Angeles is vis- for many years a resident of this town, St., Portland, Me.
Christmas
gifts are pleasing,
were recently brought here for buria)£at
iting Mrs. Clarence Reynolds.
Mr Pr'kins was one of
Pond cemetery.
magazines. Can meet or
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Sanderson of the charter members of Star*in the-West
beat
any prices offered. ReBelfast have recently visited Mr! Sander- lodge, No. 85 F. and A. M of this place

UNITY.

M

Boston to Sa vann a

Undertaker
Wm. Knowlton & Sons, Mfrs want
and
girls to learn to sew and trim ladies
children’s hats at their plant in West Upton, Mass. Good pay and excellent opfor ambitious girls. Ideal liv-

hi

for settlement,

requested to make pa

by sea
Two Srulings Weekly
Tuesdays and Saturdays, Sr.

J. AUSTIN MCKEEN,
Belfast, Maine.

At 72 Main Sheet. Belfast.

are

FLORID

you

SINCE 1882

porof his
at St.

same

BERT II.
Searamont, Me,, Nov. 8, 1921.

Way

a

11

NOTICE.

ESTHER J. STEVENS, late of l
County of Waldo, deceased
sons having demands against the e.said deceased are desired to present r
for settlement, and all indebted the
requested to make payment immedis.
Joseph E. Stevens of Unity, the au
tev^na.
agent for Edward E
JOSEPH F. STEVENS. Unity. M
EDWA: I) E. STEVENS,
Barnstable, N
November 8, 1921

GIVE US A CHANCE

of inMlliiel

three Weeks

estate of

BAM GOB LIME
STEAMSHIP

most

tf 17

published

scribers hereby give notice that tt
been duly appointed administrators

every aos

►

I

petition praying

sively, in Th Republican Journal, a in-w
published in Belfast, that they may ap;
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
and fur said C unty. on the 13th day
cember, A. D. 1921, at ten of the ch
noon, lid show cause, if ar y they tie.'
the prayer of said petitioner shun
granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. .1
A true copy. Attest:
• uas
E. Johnson. K« ►

RETAIL MARKET

Corn meal,

a

E. Bow ler of Palermo in the County of
or some other person be appointed
trator of the estate of said deceased,
giving bond.

in the

remedy for
breaking up the oouL gestion in Pneumonia,
"Spasmodic Croup,
Whooping Cough and
»

j

PRODUCER

j Hay,

Cracked corn,

represen.ed.

Gold Medal on
accept no imitation

oamo

$1 00
6
10
45a50
24
35
3a
68
35
32

PRICE

RETAIL

The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
anil
Famous since 1696. Take regularly
in good health. In three sires, all
fQr u,e

CURRENT.

PAID

Beef, corned, 30a32
18a32
Butter salt,
80
Corn,

COLD MEDAL

as

PRICE

MARKET

Apples,

mmroL
will he found the

war

BY PARCEL POST

ci

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

Chicken,

ated from Harvard in 1911 and served
on the Mexican border in 1916 as a
first lieutenant in the Iowa National

ann

CITY.

Probate Notices

BELFAST

All dealers. 25 and 50 cents.

|
S

Guard.

in Honor and
Memory
Charles F. Swift.

sive issues.

PNEUMONIA

Miniei,

NEW YORK

Resolved: That a suitable bronze tablet
perpetuating his memory and service be
installed in the chapel in Grove
Cemetery' ;
and that it is the sense of this City Gov
eriiment that some important room in the !
Notice is hereby given that Savings
ek
new High school
building to be erected Book No. 5947, issued by this bank
shall bear his name.
been lost and application has been niae
Resolved: Thai in behalf of the citizens :
of Belfast, the members of the City j a duplicate book according to laws regi.
Council hereby express their appreciation ing issuing new books.
j
of, and gratitude for his splendid citizenFULLER C. WENTWORTH.
ship, labors, city patriotism and generosTreasure
ity; and order that these resolutions be
Belfast, Dec. 8. 1921- 3w50
spread upon our iecords and published in
The Republican Journal for two succes- j

Doctor's Prescription
Internal and External
100 years of Success

Mncnlder, the new national commander of! the American
man
Legion, is an American fighting
of fine physique and appearance. He
was horn In 1884 at Mason City, la.,
where he is a banker. He was gradu-

later became lieutenant colonel
fantry in the Aisne, Marne, St.
and Meuse-Argonne operations,
tion of the time in command
He was wounded
regiment.

Always Bought

RANV.

Belfast Savings Bank

Hanford

France September 20, 1917,
rived
as an officer in the Ninth United
During his overseas
States Infantry.
service he was promoted to major and

COM

Resolved: That the City Council of
Belfast deplores the death of our late
and honored citizen, Charles F.
Swift,
who for more than twenty years was one
of the trustees of the City’s cemeteries
and who gave to them the same care and
constant supervision that he did to his
own personal
affairs; who by his untiring
efforts and liberalsy was largely
responsible for the construction of the
chapel in
Grove Cemelery; and who in his will remembered the institutions of his native
city with a munificence unsurpassed, if
equaled, in its history.

in

«_l

in

always

In Use For Over 30 Years

Beginning.

Resolutions

keep
druggists.

After the outbreak of the World
he entered the officers’ training
and was comcamp at Fort Snelling
missioned second lieutenant. He ar-

CASTORIA

York Globe.

chairmanship.

815.00

England
Germany

22.00
225.00

204.00
..

Late

Cordell Hull of Carthage, Term.,
was chosen chairman of the Democratic national committee to succeed
George White of Marietta, O., following refusal of Edward F. Goltra, committeeman from Missouri, to resign
to make way for Breckinridge Long
of St. Louis and Washington, L>. C.
Mr. Long and Mr. Hull were the only
two all factions agreed upon for the

sums

Japan

The Kind You Have Always
Bought, and which has been
In use for over
thirty years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his
0———
®°“al supervision since its
infancy.
*
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “
Just-as-good ” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health
of
Infants and Children—Experience against
Experiment.

Rich Uncle (severely)—I am 68 years
old, and during that time I do not believe
I have ever told a falsehood.
Nephew—Why start now, uncle?—New

Hull Succeeds White

son’s sister, Mrs. L. W. Knight
ditions.
Circulars free. All Druggists.
Mias Merle Woods entertained a party
Ohio.
F. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo,
of friends at her home last week in honor
was presented with
in the minisDon’t forget The Journal in making up of her birthday. She
1
many useful and beautiful gifts.
your Xmaa budget.

hand car I bought from you last week.
It is too obstreperous.
Dealer—What’s wrong? Can’t you run

andjstsy
it?Clergyman—Not
Free Press.

Poland shows that business

American bankers are interested in
the opportunities offered by foreign

my

s

Com-

recovery of an. of the countries of Centra! Europe.
most

j

providing there

Trust

Boston, Mass.

feel that these nations

mysijlf,

1 douht,

WOOD,

property of a pre-war vale of $47,001,22.3, agaiust which there Is a total
Indebtedness, including t lie present
loan, of only $3,100,000.
Tlie fact that American capital Is
hacking enterprises in Czecho-Slovakla

county commissioners or tny township
trustees, found it for me: i). have been
in compecompelled to find work,
tition with other idle men, And that is
what the five million men ifcw idle must
uu;

M.

Metropolitan

pany,

Observations

'iny

CHANDLER

^—

of

(

Georgia (portrait herewith) certainly
started something when he said In

6 for

$2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FltUIT-A-TIVES
limited, OGDENSJJDRG, N.
a

Children Cry for Fletcher's

|

ness—because

50c.

Retired List

"Really, My Dear Watson—”

they cannot eat or
sleep or work or enjoy life—say that
this fruit medicine is simply marvellous

REQUIREMENTS

In calling attention to the
superiority
of electric lailroad service as
compared
with steam, the United States
Geological Survey in connection with its
superpower investigations points to an interesting example of piesent wasteful practice: Under electric operation, it is stated, the entire traffic between Philadelphia and Washington could readily be
on
'Carried over the rails of the Pennsylvania
System, those of the Baltimore & Ohio
being left for future growth.
Similarly,
Maj. Gen. Peyton C. March, chief .electric operation in the vicinity
of Bosof staff of the United States army
ton and New York would leave a margin
of track capacity so great that no money
during the great war, has retired from
need be spent for many years for further
active military service.
But he will
extensions of track.
This release of
be long in the public eye—because of
trackage is one of the very notable adthe many service rancors that only
.that would follow unified elec
vantages
time will straighten out.
It is too
trie operation of the railroads in the “susoon to write the history of the World
perpower zone”—the region between
war and to pass judgment on the qualWashington and Boston.
The great exity of his services as head of the army
pense of any large increase should of itself force electrification, for the total
staff.
cost 20 years hence will be lets if electriIt frequently is said that General
fication is begun now than the cost of
March was the Stanton of the War
the added track and terminal facilities
department during Ids term of duty
necessary under steam operation to proas tlie chief of the general staff.
Genvide for the inevitable 100 per cen. in
eral March is credited by many with
crease iD traffic within that time.
deciding things in advance and, when
The reserves of men and of machinery
Ids decision was made, with telling
required for joint operation will be very
much less than the aggregate of the sepSecretary of War Baker to “sign
: arate reserves required for individual
here.”
operation.
The great waste involved in
In war times some one in the
the maintenance of separate reserves of
War department must he an autocrat.
motive, power is exhibited by the operat
March unquestionably was the mill- |
iug statistics ot the roads, which show
U1
Uie
lit
Illtilll
UUI
{'ell
LU1J HUlUtTttl
llIg
that the average freight locomotive in
the war. Naturally, lie made enemies. Today it is known that some of the
this territory is in productive service
officers cherish bitter feelings because of the tilings which he did. But high
only 3,250 hours out ol the 8,760 hours in
a
year and the average passenger locoservice he unquestionably performed. He cut red tape and made things move
motive
only 2,630 hou's
With joint
with a rapidity that they never had moved with before.
electric
operation and consequent unifiGeneral March was given the Distinguished Service Medal for his conduct
cation of types of motive power there
of the great staff department in the days of the war.
would be a striking improvement. The
steam locomotive can run 8 hours a
day;
the electric locomotive 20 hours.

I

War.

POLAND IMPROVING RAILWAYS

This Fruit Medicine Restores Health

following the war. Sleeplessness, Headaches, Mentjl Depression,
Rheumatism, Nervous Dyspepsia,
Bad Heart Action, are |the results of
a disturbed condition of the Nervous
System.

Rapidly

ropean Countries Are

electric operation of railways WOULD CUT DOWN

or more are

FOR SALE
LADY’S FUR COAT. Size 40; like "
big bargain. Apply at
Telephone 246-1HAND WRITTEN DALLING CAR!
Beautiful penmanship. Put in beauti
holiday container or case. Especial!
cast
presents. Senders name on each
60c per package, one dozen. No stamp
Order at once. G. W. GREENE, !■
mond, Maine.

WANTED
Washing and Ironing for two people,
be done by some one in the country
Write Box 137, Belfast.
MRS. CECIL CLA

,

Mi BOSS sirs
t Minus

Gifts That Last
Son, Jewelers,

H J. Locke &
Stock Complete and

Gold
A e

t

aud

have

a

announce their

line of Walt

Christmas

and

for

I

Bracelet Watches

i.old t illed and White Gold of
our

standard

guarantee behind them.

Gold

makes,

in Swiss and

American,

with

Rings

ngagement and Wedding Kings sn White and Yellow Gold. Also the stylish
:<l.ick Onyx, little finger ring, both in plain and set with diamonds.

;

Men's Stone, Emblem & Signet Rings
the

table is much lower than last year,
sterling Silver and Plated Ware for
we are showing an attractive llnf.
Why not start a pattern for Christmas.

Clocks,

Now

Clocks,

as

Mahogaiiy Mantle Clocks,

well

as

Big B

n

Banjo Wall
and Radium Dial Alarms.

1 he W allace Nutting Colored Photographs of Quaint Interiors,
Landscapes
and Calendars for 1922. Anew line of Xmas. Cards. Sawyer’s beautiful
Landscape Work in Colored Photographs.

You Wilt Also Find Fountain Pens
01 the best makes—Waterman, Conklin, Parker and Shaefier.
point and Ever Sharp Pencil in Gold, Silver and .'Nickel.

The

Mrs. Caroline Marr passed away at the
son in-law, Mr. Charles Cur-

Sharp

home of her

tis, Nov. 13tb, at the advanced age of 85
years, I month, and 13 dayB. She was
born in Springfield, Maine, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Alpha Marden and moved
to Swanville with her parents st the age

H. J. LOCKE & SON
BELFAST, MAINE

Resolutions ot

ajfain

v.

1,

I,'

to

cows

Frank

Riley and brother Ralph
threshing grain at Wilbur Nado’s.

her eternal gain.
ltd. That we extend our heartp.pathy to her family and friends
shall meet again in that
we
iand, where there is no parting.
ed, That our charter be draped
resolu.lays, a copy of these
is

are

The children of Mr. and Mrs. George
are having the
chicken-pox.

Clements

Frank Riley and his brother Ralph
cutting tire wood for Mr John Nado.

three children

hind neighbor. She lived in this
town until the past two years and a half
with her daughter, Flora, with whom
she lived after the deatli of her husband.
a

Several years ago she moved to Belfast
but in her last iliuess she begged to come
home to Swanville where she was tendery cared for by her daughter, Flora, her

are

only survivin gchild. Funeral services were
held at the church, Charles E. Sherman
he placed upon our records, one
Mr. and Mrs. E T. Gilbert visited El- of Belfast in charge. Rev. Wm.
one sent
,e bereaved family and
Vaughan
Itepublican Journal for publica- mer Moore and family of Swanville last spoke words of comfort. The bearers were
ISA CROSS,
Sunday.
Isaac McKeen, E. A. Robertson, H. F.
ada Sanborn,
The floral
Charles Parker was at his home Sun- White and Wallace Gray.
Freeman cross
Committee on Resolutions
day. fie has employment at Frankfort pieces were handsome especially one from
1st
r Harvest Grange, Waldo, Dec
this winter.
Comet Grange of which she was a charter

;•

Mr. and Mrs
Charles Rnights and
Chapter, 132, O. E. S., has
family visited Mr. and Mrs. John Bailey
he following resolutions:
Divine Provi- recently
cis, it has pleased
remove from our midst our sisMiss Lulu Clark, who has been visit!
net M. Erskine, one who while
permitted was always ready ing at Ralph Clark’s, has gone to Boston
her time and energy for the j where she has employment.
he order: therefoie be it
Edith White, daughter of Mrs Lindley
cd, that in her death Anchor
has lost a faithful friend and j Larrabee, met with the misfortune of bei our town a loyal and honored : ing scalded about the face and
r

A

arms

recently.
cd, that we extend our sincere
A baby girl was born at the home of
her bereav> to the members of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Moore of Swanville
in their sorrow.
ed, that our charter be draped | on November 26.
Mrs. Moore was for..
days, and that a copy of these
Miss Hazel Gilbert of this town.
be spread upon our records, j merly
1!S
sent to her family, the Re- |
Mrs. Charles F. Ryle, who has held
es
Journal and Bangor Daily News services at the Monroe Centre Church
cation.
for the past year, has gone to her home
LILLIAN G. RUNNELLS,
in South Portland for the winter
She
MARY E. F. MEYERS,
Wki. M. Parse,
is expected to come back the first of
Committee on Resolutions.

j

S’.
•»

j

...

April.

i nter

A social

montville

Went-j

t

the Grange hall, Friday evening,
well attended and netted
Those not absent one half day
was

16

Ernestine F. Moore, Helen D. CushMargaret E. Cushman, Doris E.

**

Wentworth,
Geneva R.
worth,
isuiine A. Clement, Scott E. Rogers
S,:J F. Sherer Rogers.
There were 28
average attendance of 2ft.
upils of Grades V and VI spelled
tofiether and prizes were offered to the

Pupils with

an

which made the beBt records. Erne Moore and Sherer Rogers were the
dinners.
4

e

SEaKSMONT
'lark'Rolersonof Wethersfield, Conn.,
ed on old friends recently.
Hie annual meeting and election of
•beers of Rosewood Chapter, O. E. S.,

•»

*a

:

eld'Dec. 2nd.

nss‘" Doris

spoke to the
‘lies on Home Demonstration Friday at
■r tn in Victor
grange hall.
Eastman

Mi J. W. Skinner has closed his home
to Hartford, Conn., to spend the

l!l'J gone

■ter with his son, Albert and family.

held next

The next social is to
Tuesday evening in the
a

MAY
FOR

BE

CLEARING

M/'INL’S

POST-

Editor.

“Consider the editor. He wearetb purple and fine linen;, bis abode is among the
mansions of the rich.

His wife hath her

daughter, Mrs. Flora Littlefield, one
Bister, Mrs. James Knowlton, one brother,
James Marden of Swanville, two half
brothers, Daniel and John, one half sis ert
Mrs. Sarah Scrioner all of Wiuterport.
Interment was in Gieen Lawn cemetery.
one

MRS. SARAH

J.

FOGG.

Mrs. Sarah Jane Fogg died at the home
of her niece, Mrs. Mertie Staples of Wal-

do, where she had male her home for several years at the age of 93 years. She
was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Elwell and was born in Troy, She married Mr. Albion Fogg and resided in Monroe for years until they sold the farm and
moved to Brooks where she lived until
the death of her husband.

She

was

the

mother of four children, Charles,
Nellie and Berton, the last two surviving.

Lizzie^

The funeral services

held at the late

were

home, Rev. Chas. W. Martin officiating.
The interment

at

was

the cemetery in

Monroe.
SHILOH PROPERTY SOLD
“The

Kingdom,”

the corporate name of
the Holy Ghost and Us Society, which
Rev. Frank W. Sandford gathered more
century ago on the
sand hills of Durham in Androscoggin
than

a

county,

quarter of
no

longer

a

owns

any

Rev.

fox and the coon
animals from
which they deduct their opinion. John
F. Conley, Oak street, who has shot four
four foxes this season says
coons and
that the fur on all the animals was thin
and consequently he does not believe
there will be a rigorous w’inter.’’
U. OF M

CARNIVAL

have

a

Two

Happy

hilly,

and you

heavy grade,

if those who’ve gone before you
have the rails quite slippery made;
If you ever reach the summit of the
upper tableland,
You’ll find you’ll have to do it with a
liberal use of SAND.
And

If you strike some frigid weathar and
discover to your cost
That you’re liable to slip on a heavy coat
of frost,
Then some prompt, decided action will
be called into demand,
And you’ll slide clear to the bottom if
you haven’t any SAND.
You can get to any station that
life’s schedule seen,
If there’s fire beneath the boiler of
tion’s strong machine.
And you’ll reach a place called
town at a rate of speed
If

of

ia on
ambiRich-

that’s

grand,

for all the slippery places you’ve
good supply of SAND.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CA3TORIA

a

a

flour lies in what you

gives just

little finer taste to

a

Beavers of Bar

Tell

a

of

bottle of Sloan’s Lini-

and
when
you first feel the ache or pain.
It quickly eases the pain and sends
a feeling of warmth through the
aching part. Sloan's Liniment penetrates
ment

without rubbing.
Fine, too, for rheumatism, neuralgia,
sciatica, sprains and strains, stiff joints,
lame back and sore muscles.
For forty years pain’s enemy. Ask
your neighbor.

At all druggists—35c, 70c, $1.40.

Sloa

Grocer—WILLIAM TELL

your

SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY
DISTRIBUTORS OF

W L COOK
License 377.
Maine.

Tel. 61-3

FLOUR

You avoid the high cost of stock, the high
and the middle men’s profits, which brings
your monument down to the lowest possible price.
Call and see for yourself.

freight

SALT

FOR

TELL

We take them from the ledge in the
quarry,
cut,, polish, finish, letter and place them on your
lot in the cemetery. One continuous process and
one small profit.

Licensed Embalmer

Belfast,

WILLIAM

Granite Monuments

Undertaker

A. S. HEAL,

A limited quantity of board
plank, 2x4, etc., suitable fo

Bridge St., Belfast,

Me.

building purposes. This lumber will be delivered in Belfast and vicinity at reduced
prices.

U

MILTON B. HILLS,

Belfast,

m

Maine

LIBERTY BONDS:
Bought—Sold

—

Exchanged

MAURICE W. LORD
Hayfrd Block,

tf-lo

Belfast, Maine

at the rate of 10 to 35 pounds per
month. By simple guaranteed, safa
reliable treatment, tassco will reduce
your weight without unnecessary exercise and dieting, and will not injure
or weaken your system. Write today
for FREE 50c box enclosing 15c in
coin or stamps with this ad to
Xasaco Cu,,Malden 43, Boston, Mu^ac

Write for

Limmen
II

\»

]■

lm
Im>

II

DrHobsoris 1
| Eczema
Ointment
(§

Catalog ■■■■■HiESSHBrilBfl

Kendall

Dr. M.C. Stephenson

^Whitney

Portland, Maine

DENTIST
MNSONIG TEMPLE,

ROOM 3

Telephone 223-3

Expert Kiano Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYD D. McKEEN,
BELFAST,

MAINE.

Phone 126-4.

PACKED IN

41tf

Fire, Liability,

6

4 OZ. an d ft oz. CANISTERS

zSBSSSSeBSSSSESsSESSSSX

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance

THF.

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

[Phone

CLEANEST TASTE

Exquisite mouth cleanliness, so essential to

316-3
One Glenwood Parlor Heater, largest!
size.
One Kitchen Range, with shelf and
j
tank.
Both stoves largest size; good as new;
less than one half cost price.
See
46tf
GEO. M. GRAY,
Colonial House, High St, Belfast, Me.

week, full time, or 75c an hour spare
time, selling guaranteed Hosiery. Agents
making $75 00 to $125 00 a week. Good
hosiery is an absolute necessity, you can
sell it easily. Our fall line ready at
pre
war prices.
EAGLE HOSIEY MILLS,
10w48$
Darby, Pa.
per

FINE HOME FOTSALE-

JR

Keep-

*n* lhe e,,amel with

fEjj&lSS

30c and 60c at your druggist
THE ANTIDOLOR MFG. CO.

MBP^ sencT

sample tube free

ALGOLAPILLS

Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, 1 4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
office. Excellent summer or year round
dwelling,
MAURICE W. LORD
45tf
Me.
Hayford

Thin

Regulate

the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
signature on each box.

Block, Belfast,

Dr. Hester Brown

Special

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
I

30

High

Street.

Subscribe

j

lei. 320

today for The

Republican

Journal

People

Increase weight 10 to 25 pounds per
month, By simple guaranteed, safe,
reliable treatment. Argo-Punsphato
will increase your weight with goovl
solid stay-there flesh and muscle*
Write today for FREE sample.
Enclose stamp to American Drug
Sales Co,, Malden 4S, Maas.

FOR SALE

Cattle trains are again being run on the
Grand Trunk Railway. Time was when
these were of frequent occurrence, but
for a number of years no cattle have been
shipped out of Portland. Now, it is said,
there ia to be a revival on a large scale.
The first shipment will go out on the
knchor-Donaldeon liner Gracia, now in
the port of Portland.

JfiPM

jM'fjjfW?

al charm ia

We Guarantee $36

B

S

JN THE WORLD

Automobile

Low price second nand parlot
and kitchen stoves.
J. AUSTIN McKEEX.

fc————i

Clear Yonr Complexion of pimples,
and other facial disfigurement.
\ acne
I Use freely Dr. Hobson’s Eczema Ointr roent. Good for eczema, itching skin,
and other skin troubles. One of Dr.
Hobson's Family Remedies.

you bake.

Reduce Your Weight

ACHES AND PAINSSLOAN’S GETS ’EM!
misery racking pain.
AVOID handy
apply
the

everything

Yes, the price is down—You can buy two sacks today
for what one cost when everything was high.

TOO MANY STORKS?

Have

The

do with it

Try WILLIAM TELL. Judge
its value by your own test and taste.
Under our guarantee of satisfaction,
you run no risk.

Harbor, Maine
High rents, taxes, and upkeep of
streets, sidewalks, highways and bridges,
are no worriment to two residents of the
town of Bar Harbor, at least, and the
problems of construction are easily solved by them, say those who know something of the habits of the beaver of the
Lafayette Nat onal Park. The pair of
beaver, building a dam of 250 feet in
length, have raised the pond level at the
outflow of Eagle Lake some four or five
feet, have caused the otherwise practically dry meadow land to be flowed for
about 12 or 15 acres; and they have built
themselves a house which is absolutely
impregnable so far as attacks from without of wind and weather or other animals
are concerned.
On a dusk of last week, Warden Horace
Liscomb saw one of the builders on a firm
foundation sitting on a log apparently engaged in careful, pre-winter scrutiny of
bis dwelling.
For just recently, the
beaver have been working away with
great zeal and have constructed what
looks to be a comfortable camouflage of
their hous ', for over the solid, hive shaped house, with its mud plaster making a
solid formation of the sticks and twigs
and logs, they have built another covering, without the plastering or chinking.
Whether or not this 19 a weather indica
tion remains for those learned in that
lore to find out; but at least t ie house
stands as if upon a rock, built around a
tall cedar tree as a sort of column, and
rising, on a foundation of six or seven
feet across to an apex about 12 feet
above. Needless to say, the egress and
ingress are by water and the amount of
peeled poplar, sunk"n, which one sees on
the canoe trip out from the dam to the
house shows foresight of winter needs for
food.
The work of the beaver is one of the
most interesting things in the Park.
Sightseers who would like to find the
beaver house and see some of the work
of the animals may easily do so and interest in this aspect is welcomed by
rangers and officials.
The beaver house
and the region are under surveilance also,
so that any disturbance of tne work of
the beaver or destruction or unpermitted
use of cauces left there by workmen, will
not be allowed.
Warden Horace Liscomb
of the State Department co-operates in
this protective work.
And both he and
Park officials are taking and will take
every possible measure to protect the
carefully built home of the Park beaver.

can

superior baking qualities of WILLIAM TELL
make it ideal for all kinds of baking and its delicious flavor

Investigation Shows One Grocer to Every
73 Families in U. S.

—

ORONO, Me., Dec 6. —University of
Maine expects to have its first winter

The value of money consists entirely
in what money will buy. The worth

real estate.

Charles E.

If your track is steep and

Tell

death notice, two columns of obituary,
three lodge notices, a cubit of poetry and
a card of thanks.
And he forgetteth to
read proof on the head, and tin d rn
thing cometh out, ‘Gone to Her Last
Roasting Place .’
“And all that are akin to the deceased
jumpeth on the editor with exceeding
great jumps. And th?y puli out their ads
and cancel their subscriptions and they
swing the hammer unto the third and
fourth generations. 'Canst thou beat it?’
—from American Press.

Holland, the present
head of the organization, announced MonFigures gathered by the Commission of
day that II. E. Coolidge of Lisbon Falls,
Portland postoffice undoubtedly will lawyer and
banker, who for years has Agricultuial Inquiry in Washington show:
There is one grocer to every seventybecome general official headquarters for a jl been the attorney for The Kingdom, had
three families.
postoffice business in the State, if plan* purchased the entire property.
There is one jobber to every fifty-six
When the “Kingdom” of Shiloh was
now'
being contemplated by the depart- at the height of its prosperity it owned grocers.
ment at Washington are realized.
There are 335,212 retail grocery and delfully a third of the real estate in this
The plan of decentral zation of the town. After Rev, Frank W. Sandford icatessen stores.
business departments in certain lines, was committed to the Atlanta penitenThe total number of stores in the prinnow conducted in Washington, is advotiary, farm after farm was sold in order cipal lines of trade is 956 419. The total
cated in a letter from Postmaster Gen- to secure money to keep the colony going. for all lines is estimated at probably over
eral Will Hays received today by Post- Many of these farms were purchased by 1,200,000.
master Oscar
Wisle.
This business former Shilohites. During the last year
This makes one retailer for every twenwould be delegated to certain offices or two the colony has rapidly dwindled ty-six families.
Three and three-tenths per cent of the
end today only a handful of the faithful
throughout the country.
If the change is made, all finances of remain.
Mr. Sandford ia in Boston or population of the country is employed in
the Maine offices will be handled there,
vicinity, and Mr Holland has been in retail trade. This is 3,535,368 persons,
all supplies will be furnished from there, charge at the hill-top.
more or less.
and many of the problems of the smaller
There are 40,399 retailers in men’s furoffices in the State will be referred to
nishing lines
SAND
that office for consideration and disposiThis makes one for every 602 families.
tion.
Thi ra are 25,205 retail diy goods stores,
I observed a locomotive in the railroad
or one for every 691 families.
yarda one day,
There are 141,867 retail shoe stores, or
Those people who have been foretell- It was waiting in the roundhouse, where
one for every 172 families.
the locomotives stay;
ng a mild or moderate winter will find
There are 1,399 shoe wholesalers, or one
It was panting for the journey, it was
to every 101 retailers.
c omfort in the following from the Bath
coaled and fully manned,
The number of retail candy dealers is
Times:
And it had a box the fireman was filling
55,633, with one wholsaler for every six
full of SAND.
considerable
“There
is
discussion
and one-half retailers
among local gunners as to whether it is
Representative Sydney Anderson,chairthat locomotives can nol. alto be a severe winter. The preponder- It appears
man of the commission, dots not
ways get a grip
believe,
ating opinion is that the winter will not
On "heir slender iron pavement, ’causa however, that the data so far gathered
be unusually severe! and the gunners ex
warrants
the
of
drawing
any definite conthe wheels are apt to slip.
plain that to date very few white rabbits
when they reach a slippery spot clusions
have been killed, most of them retaining And
tactics
command
their
they
their summer furs and some of them just
And to get a grip upon the rail they
beginning to turn. They also cite the
it with SAND.
sprinkle
as other

Erva Miller, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
a student in Belfast High
carnival some time in February. It will
chool is in the Waldo County Hospital
be patterned after the events at Dartor treatment.
mouth College. Plans are now under
Elmer Ness, a former Searsmont boy, way. Carnival guests will be welcomed
with house parties by the college fradio owns and conducts a moving picture
ternities.
t)eatre and exhibition of trained horses
11
The winter time table of theBelfastHanover, N. H., writes home friends
t>at be plans to sell out his business in Burnham R. R. is as follows:
A. M. P. M.
Stations
,lat place and move to Arizona,
6 45
12 30
Belfast.Lv.
"
6 50
12 35
friends of Mrs. Rachel, widow of City Point. “
‘‘ram Pierce of Augusta, formerly of Sargents.
7 01
12 46
Waldo.
'•ai&mont, will be saddened to know of Brooks.
7 14
1 02
er
death at the home of her daughter K.nox.
7 29
1 17
<ra John Thompson. The funeral was Thorndike.
7 36
1 30
7 45
1 40
Unity.
aid Dec. 4th in
Augusta and the burial Winnecook
7 57
1 52
in East Searsmont.
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8
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Burnham Junction....Ar.

rreu Miller,

member.

She leaves to mourn their loss

OFFICES

Edna Kane; chaplain, Kittie
seo’y, Annie L, Clement; treas.,
Tibbetts; ceres, Lucy Wentworth;
Lizzie S. Moore; pomona, Belle,
rth; gate keeper, F. E
I
1. asst, steward, Ora Foy.

at

served.

were

HOUSE

r,

a.

fee

PORTLAND

verseer, J. W. Wentworth; stewE. Terry; asst, steward, E. A. foy;

*

Refreshments of cake and cof-

baked bean supper will be served from
six to eight o’clock.

evening,

school here, taught by Mrs. L S.
There will be
re, dosed Dec. 3rd.
week’s vacation. They had a box

peo-

Grange hall at Monroe Village, where

of S. J. Court at Belfast

e

on

church.
be

UniHarvon est
elected officers for the ensuing
follows: Master, M. M. Went-

it

church

present. It was voted to make
the needed repairs to the inside of the

V Jackson will serve as travthe Janel's from Montville at

uiday

the

ple were

I

111

held at

was

Tuesday evening and about thirty

the
ilia Merrithew of Morrill
her daughter, Mrs. P. W.!Ja-

''

we re

Flora, Carrie and Charles. She was ever
ready to lend a helping hand to those in
trouble, was a faithful wife and mother
and

A Sunday school was held at the Monroe Center church last
Sunday.

sister,

;

From that union there

Eugene Parker sold two of his
Lewis Stubbs this week.

irereas, the Divine Master has
our midst and taken from; our
nur beloved sister, Lydia Cam
3
lirrefore, be it,
[
ed, That, while we mourn the
we realize that what is
ur

,‘tre

--

of 7 years. Her mother died when she
was 9 years old then she made her home
with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Marden, until her marriage to Horatio Marr.

MONROE CENTRE

Respect. j

Country

limousine, and his first-born sporteth a
racing car that can hit her up in forty
flat. Lo, all the people breaketh their
necks to hand him money. Nit!
ARIZONA MAN WAS SIMPLY DOWN
“Behold, the child growetb up and
graduateth. And the editor putteth into
AND OUT AND COULDN’T EVEN
hia paper a swell notice;, yea, a peach of a
MOVE HIMSELF—FEELS
notice. He telieth of the wisdom of the
young woman, and of her exceeding
'FINE NOW.
comeliness. Like unto the roses of Sharon
is she, and her gown is played up to beat
Harry E. Scott, a well-known mine the band
The dressmaker getteth twoboss, \ hose address is Box 683, Tomb- score and four iron men, and the editor
stone, Arizona, writes:
a
getteth note of thanks from the S G. G.
“I was down and out nearly all the
‘The daughter goeth on a journey
time with rheumatism and finally got to The editor throweth himself on the
story
where 1 couldn’t move, even to feed my- of the farewell
party; it runneth a colself. My wife thought I would never get umn solid, and the fair one remeinbereth
well r.gain, and she knew my condition him from afar with a picture postal card
better than anyone else.
that costeth six for a jitney.
"I wa absolutely helpless when my
“Behold, she returneth and the youih
wife started giving me Tanlac and in four of the city fall down and worship. Sue
days I ate a hearty meal for the first time picketh one and lo! she picketh a lemon.
in many months. Tanlac put me on my But the editor calleth him one of the
feet and I’m back on the job working promising young men and getteth away
hard and feeling i.ust fine. I have gained with it.
eighteen pounds in weight, too.”
“Flowery and long is the wedding noTanlac is sold in Belfast by Read & tice which the editor printeth. The minHills; S. J. Glidden, Freedom; S. M. ister getteth ten bones. The groom
Grant, Saudypoint; A. M. Ross, Lincoln- standeth the editor off for a twelveville; Sear*port Drug Co., and by the month subscription.
leading druggists in every town.
“All flesh.is grass, and in time the wife
iB gathered into the silo. The minister
MRS. CAROLINE MARK.
getteth his bit. The editor printeth a

invite your inspection.
Christmas Gifts
Elgin
Illinois Watches
ladies
jam.

Watchesjtor

complete

men.

The

Notice

We wish to inform the public that we
doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast,jMe.

are

tf47|

,

Sensible Xmas Gifts at Sensible Prices
I

We have all been hard hit with war time prices. But think of poor Santa Claus. With prices about one hundred per
cent higher-how did he ever manage to get around and remember everybody. He, for one, will
appreciate the efforts
in
of The Dinsmore Store
getting prices back to normal. Yes-we have done even better-some items are actually
lower than before the war. Take for instance, those Men’s and Women’s Comfy Slippers that we are selling for ONE
DOLLAR a pair. Never did we, or any one else, now or at any other time, give such a downright good value for the
We earnestly invite you to compare our present prices with “what you used to pay” and we feel sure you
money.
will agree that The Dinsmore Storeis certainly the place to buy-—Sensible Xmas Gifts at Sensible Prices

b
I
r
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JUST
WHEN
YOU NEED

and

lien’s

/X

yeomens Qomfy 5lipPers

THEM
150 Pairs
Women’s
House Moccasins
>

ONE

Oxford

NINETY

BEAUTIFUL
COMFY SLIPPERS at

Colons

Gray

Khaki B rown

ONE FORTY FIVE

.....

Made in the very best
possible
manner in about all colors of the
rainbow. Please notice the
which
price
is (quality
considered) lower than you
used to pay. Made of 28
oz. felt,
handsomely trimmed with ribbon of
the finest quality. In

FIVE
You

can

thank

DOLLAR

ability to use
quantities for
the opportunity
our

buy this woman’s
attractive
house Moccasin
Slipper for so little money. Made of
light smooked elk, with handsome
bead trimming, Style 604—3 to 8—
one ninety-five. Other styles in Men’s
and Women from $1.95 to $4.95.
to

mmr—

N

■

— ■

mail

A 1921 Dollar will
Why?

you will

buy

more

than

Orchid with BufT trimmings T
Emerald Blue with Light Bins
trimmings
No. x30. Taupe with Dark
Gray trimmings.
No. x36.
Brown with Silver Gray
trimmings.
No. x66. Coral with
Light Brown trimmings.
No. x47. Child’s (6 to 2)
Blue, Brown, Gray.
Remember—one pair or a dozen delivered
anywhere for 10 cents extra.

1914 Dollar

a

No x28.

too. This is the reason: Away back last summer a big New York
slipper
have some immediate business or close his factory. A fortunate chance to
a large
buy
lot of superior Army felt was his opportunity. This, with paring his other costs
right down to bed rock
enabled him to make a “lower than before >the war price.” Think ot it! It means you can
buy these
very best quality Comfy Slippers at ONE DOLLAR A PAIR.
Men’s, sizes 6 to 11, Women’s, 3 to 8.
to

Gray

Comiy Slippers,

sizes 6 to 11,
When ordering by Par
cel Post give size an
stock number,

Genuine Kid .Skin at

TWO NINETY-FIVE

judge

C\C*Y

For

VERY SPECIAL
Men’s Black and Tan

EVERETT SLIPPERS

cloth lining.

Holeproof Hosiery

Holiday Selling

Women’s Silk Ribbed

Tops

No. 480.
Forf overj a year we
haven’t been able to get a full assortment of this most popular style. Of
heavy pure silk with ribbed tops, full
fashioned. All colors, $1.65 per pair,
3 pairs for $4.75. Order bj Par. Post.

Wo’s. Fibre Silk Ribbed

Top

No. 650.
Best selling number in
the line. Made of Fibre Silk with
double lis'e heel and toe* and ribbed
top. All colors, $1.10 per pair, 6
pairs in a handsome Xmas box, $6.00.
Order by Parcel Post.

Men’s Hose

Women’s Cotton Hose
No.

1.90.

Women’s

No man will turn his

Cotton Lisle

Made of Sea Island long fibre cotton,
One of the best wearing stockings or
75c a pair. All colors'

the market.

n ose

up

I

I

Men’s PuHman Car Slippers
TWO NINETY-FIVE

size traveling
desirable gift and
are most reasonably priced at Two
Ninety-Five. Made of very soft Tan
Vici Kid with cushion soles. Can be
easily carried in the pocket.
These Men’s

slippers

No. 1101,

pocket

DO
IT
NOW

I

are a very

Men’s Pullman Slippers.
TWO NINETY-FIVE.

Sizes 6 to 11.

*

pairs, $4.25.

“By the Streets of Bye and Bye we reach the House
of Never.” Do it Now ! Don’t wait until the last
minute to select your Xmas Gifts. Give Sensible
gifts. Gifts that will be remembered long after the
“hurly rand burly” off Xmas is forgotten.1 What
better selection could you make than these offered
by The Dinsmore Store.

Make Christmas

at

box of Holeproof Hosiery for Xmas.
He knows their value. Cotton, 35c
$2.00. Silk, 75c, 6
a pair, 6 pairs,

r

{

CHILDREN’S
PANTALET
LEGGINGS
ONE
DOLLAR

1i

Sensible Gift for any
of those warm PantaCover the Kiddie up
to the waist and they come in two
colors, sizes 2 to 10 years.

x

To Jog Your Memory

1

Certainly a
child is a pair
let Leggings.

Sensible Gifts at Sensible
Prices that can be bought at
The Dinsmcre Store:

DO IT NOW!
fc

Right now haven’t you some one in
mind who is very fastidious in her
dress and surroundings? What could
be more appropriate and satisfying to

No. 1122. Black Satin Boudoir.
No. 1121. Sapphire Blue
Sizes 3 to 8. Two Twenty-Five.:

ful hose for

are

warm

FIVE

this sort of a person than a pair of
these luxurious quilted satin Boudoir
Slippers. And so reasonably priced.

for Xmas

Speaking of Sensible Xmas Gifts—wouldn’t you like a box of these wonderyourself ? Then consider how much some friend would appreciate
your thoughtfulness and make out a Holeproof list right now. You know we
have them for the whole family—Men’s, Women’s, Boys’ and Girls’.

ONE NINETY-FIVE
Certainly a Sensible Gift at a Sensi-

No. 2596. Black. Everett
No. 2597. Tan
Sizes 6 to 11. One Ninety«Five.

TWENTY

If they don’t fit we will
cheerfully exchange any
Xmas Slippers.

We don’t know how many different makes of hosiery there are on sale in
the United States, but we do know that the Holeproof people have only been
able to fill about sixty per cent of their orders this season. There must be a
reason.
That the Holeproof Hosiery Company could be so very busy while
other hosiery mills were quiet means just one thing—Superior Service and
Quality, at prices no higher than others.

11, price two ninety-five

bending soles,

Parcel Post 10c extva.

100 Dozen ot the Famous

“

easy

as

“

No. 2387. Kid Skin Romeo (like cut)
No. 2389. Tan Kid Everett
No. 2384. Black Kid

these Men’s Everett
at
Slippers
Ohe-NInety-Five. Made
of very fine Cabbretta with flexible,

No. 467. Same style
68, in Olive Drab.

Slippers

TWO

ONE DOLLAK.

JUST RECEIVED

double.

ble Price

Parcel Post 10c. extra.
If you can’t come let us
send by Parcel Post.

Boudior

No. 43x. Boys’ Olive
Drab Comfy Slippers,
sizes 1 to 6,

ONE DOLLAR.

Yes! Holeproof

that would easily last him three or
four seasons. A year ago the same
Quality would have cost just about

)

Slippers,

No. 468. Women's Oxford Gray Comfy Slippers, sizes 3 to 8,

Parcel

r\

Any man will appreciate a pair of
those old fashioned genuine Kid Skin
Slippers-the kind “he used to wear”

Sizes 6 to

Olive

For 10 cents extra we will deliver One or Twenty Pairs of these Slippers to any
address and guarantee complete satisfaction or refund your full purchase price
,
D
vtVA ^
and all carrying charges besides. Could anything be fairer? You are the
J rOSt.
we
abide
andt
by your decision. Be sure to give size and stock number in ordering.
absolutely

*s\

1^11

Men’s

Drab Comfy
sizes fi to 11,

ONE DOLLAR

ONE DOLLAR

MEN’S SLIPPERS

No. 443.

^

QUILTED SATIN

These slippers are made from high grade 26 cz. Army fell in two colors, Olive Drab and Oxford
Gray. Soft, yielding
Chrome leather soles with heavily padded spring heels. They are made on wide, generous lasts that will
give the
utmost comfort and the recipient of these slippers as a Gift will think of your thoughtfulness for months to comeNo. 447. Men’s Oxford

ordering by

please give stock number.

No. x27.

fay—and rightly,

manufacturer had

[

do;

it
NOW

Healthy by Buying Red Cross Stamps

Overshoes
Skating Boots
Party S ippers
Baby’s Moccasins

Holeproot Hosiery
Comfy Slippers
Children’s Leggins
Tweedie Boot Tops
House Moccasins
Shoes for Snow Shoeing
Men’s Slippers

Dancing Slippers

\

